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HOWE DUALITY AND KOSTANT HOMOLOGY FORMULA FOR
INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL LIE SUPERALGEBRAS
SHUN-JEN CHENG† AND JAE-HOON KWON††
Abstract. Using Howe duality we compute explicitly Kostant-type homology
groups for a wide class of representations of the infinite-dimensional Lie super-
algebra bgl∞|∞ and its classical subalgebras at positive integral levels. We also
obtain Kostant-type homology formulas for the Lie algebra bgl∞ at negative in-
tegral levels. We further construct resolutions in terms of generalized Verma
modules for these representations.
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1. Introduction
Howe duality [H1, H2] has found important applications in many areas of math-
ematics where representation theory is an indispensable tool. It is therefore not
surprising that a concept as simple and fundamental should prove to be useful and
powerful in the representation theory of Lie superalgebras. The first Howe dualities
involving Lie superalgebras already appeared in Howe’s original paper [H1]. It was
followed by a systematic and in-depth study of such dualities in [CW1, CW2, LS, S2].
These works mainly were concerned with the construction of Howe dualities involv-
ing Lie superalgebras. Subsequent works focused on their applications; in particular,
we mention here the derivation of combinatorial character formulas for Lie superal-
gebras in [CL, CZ2].
The purpose of the present paper is to demonstrate yet another application of
Howe duality to Lie superalgebras, namely the computation of certain Kostant ho-
mology groups (and thus cohomology groups) [Ko]. As examples we compute them
for a large class of irreducible representations of ĝl∞|∞ (cf. [KvL, KW]) and its subal-
gebras of classical types b, c, d. Similar to character formulas, it is a rather non-trivial
task to compute such homology and cohomology groups for Lie (super)algebras di-
rectly. Indeed such formulas and the Euler-Poincare´ principle immediately imply
character formulas as well.
Let us provide more details below. In the remainder of this section it will be
convenient to restrict most of our discussion to the case of ĝl∞|∞ for simplicity’s
sake. Consider the Lie algebra gl∞ consisting of matrices (aij) with i, j ∈ Z, and
aij = 0 for all but finitely many aij ’s. Let g = ĝl∞ denote its well-known central
extension by a one-dimensional center (see (2.3)). Topological completions of g,
and its subalgebras of classical types b, c, d, have found remarkable applications in
mathematical physics since their introduction by the Kyoto school [DJKM], and the
results in this paper remain valid for these completions as well, since all irreducible
representations considered in this paper are also irreducible representations of the
corresponding completions. Introduce the subalgebras gl≤0, gl>0 and u− consisting
of matrices (aij) with i, j ≤ 0, i, j > 0 and i > 0, j ≤ 0, respectively. Let F
ℓ denote
the Fock space generated by ℓ pairs of free fermions. Then it is known that there
is a joint action of g × GL(ℓ) on Fℓ. Indeed (g,GL(ℓ)) forms a reductive dual pair
[F], giving a one-to-one correspondence between certain irreducible highest weight
representations of g and the irreducible rational representations of GL(ℓ). Now the
irreducible rational representations of GL(ℓ) are parameterized by P(GL(ℓ)), the
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set of generalized partitions of length ℓ. We denote the g-module corresponding
to λ ∈ P(GL(ℓ)) by L(g,Λa(λ)). Since the derived subalgebra is a generalized
Kac-Moody algebra, the homology theory of integrable modules over generalized
Kac-Moody algebra (cf. [J]) is applicable to g, giving us a precise description of the
gl≤0 ⊕ gl>0-module structure of the u−-homology groups Hk (u−;L (g,Λ
a(λ))) for
k ∈ N.
Now consider the super analogue gl∞|∞ consisting of matrices (ars) with r, s ∈
1
2Z,
and ars = 0 for all but finitely many ars’s. We regard (ars) as the matrix of a linear
transformation on the space C∞|∞ with respect to a basis { er | r ∈
1
2Z }, where
the Z2-gradation is given by deger = 2r modulo 2. There is a similar central
extension g = ĝl∞|∞ (see (3.1)), and we can define subalgebras gl≤0, gl>0, and u−
in an analogous fashion. Let F
ℓ
denote the Fock space generated by ℓ pairs of free
fermions and ℓ pairs of free bosons. Then there exists a joint action of g × GL(ℓ)
on F
ℓ
, which also forms a Howe dual pair [CW2]. This provides another one-to-
one correspondence between certain irreducible highest weight representations of
g and the irreducible rational representations of GL(ℓ). We denote the g-module
corresponding to λ ∈ P(GL(ℓ)) by L(g,Λ
a
(λ)). Thus these two Howe dualities
establish a one-to-one correspondence
L(g,Λa(λ))
1−1
←→ L(g,Λ
a
(λ)), λ ∈ P(GL(ℓ)).
This correspondence enables us to determine the gl≤0 ⊕ gl>0-module structure of
Hk(u−;L(g,Λ
a
(λ))) in terms Hk (u−;L (g,Λ
a(λ))), for all k ∈ N, in Theorem 5.1.
We note that in contrast to Lie algebras the derived subalgebra of ĝl∞|∞ is not a
generalized Kac-Moody superalgebra, and thus a direct generalization of the classical
homology theory is not possible.
To our best knowledge such a similar relationship on the level of homology groups
between Lie algebras and Lie superalgebras was first observed for the irreducible
tensor representations of the general linear superalgebra in [CZ1]. It is our hope that
the results presented here may lead to a better understanding of the relationship
between the representation theories of Lie algebras and Lie superalgebras (e.g. in
the spirit of [CWZ]), which is our motivation for this investigation.
Besides Howe duality involving an infinite-rank affine Kac-Moody algebras, worked
out systematically in [W], Aribaud’s method for computing homology from the char-
acter formula [A, L] also plays an important role in our approach. Together with
elementary symmetric function theory they provide us with all the necessary tools
to reduce the problem to a comparison of eigenvalues of the classical and the super
Casimir operators on the chain spaces.
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We conclude with an outline of the paper. In Sections 2 and 3 the Howe dualities
involving the infinite-dimensional Lie (super)algebras are recalled. In Section 3.2 we
discuss in detail the category of tensor representations of gl(m|n), for n ∈ N∪ {∞}.
Although the results therein may be known to experts, we have decided to include
them, as we were unable to find references for them. These results are then used
in subsequent sections. In Section 4 invariant symmetric non-degenerate bilinear
forms are introduced for the Lie algebras and superalgebras under discussion, based
on which the Casimir operators are defined. We remark that our Casimir operators
differ slightly from the usual ones, as this makes subsequent comparisons of their
eigenvalues simpler. The homology groups for ĝl∞|∞ and its classical subalgebras are
then computed in Section 5. In Section 6 resolutions in terms of generalized Verma
modules are constructed. In Section 7 the ĝl∞-modules appearing in the bosonic
Fock space are discussed, and their Kostant-type homology groups are computed.
In Section 8 we collect some notation for the convenience of the reader.
Finally, all vector spaces, algebras et cetera are over the complex numbers C.
Acknowledgements. The first author thanks NCTS for partial support. The
second author thanks the Institute of Mathematics, Academia Sinica, for hospitality
and support, where part of this work was completed. Both authors thank the referees
for helpful comments.
2. Infinite-dimensional Lie algebras
2.1. Notation and conventions. Denote by P+ the set of partitions. Given ℓ ∈ N,
a non-increasing sequence λ = (λ1, λ2, · · · , λℓ) of ℓ integers with
(2.1) λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λi > 0 = · · · = 0 > λj ≥ · · · ≥ λℓ
will be called a generalized partition of length ℓ. Similar to ordinary partitions, a
generalized partition λ may be viewed as a left-adjusted diagram with ℓ rows such
that the k-th row contains λk cells. Here we use the convention that λk ≥ 0 (resp.
λk ≤ 0) means we have |λk| boxes to the right (resp. left) of a fixed vertical line
indicating 0 cells. As an example consider λ = (5, 3, 2, 1,−1,−2) with ℓ = 6. The
corresponding diagram is given in (2.2) below.
(2.2)
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For a generalized partition λ of length ℓ, let λ′k be the length of the k-th column of
λ. We use the convention that the first column of λ of the form (2.1) is the first
column of the partition λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λj−1. The column to its right is the second
column of λ, while the column to its left is the zeroth column and the column to the
left of its zeroth column is the −1-st column et cetera. We also use the convention
that a non-positive column has non-positive length. For our example (2.2), we have
λ′−1 = −1, λ
′
0 = −2, λ
′
1 = 4 et cetera. The size of a generalized partition λ is
∑
j λj,
and is denoted by |λ|. For a partition λ = (λ1, λ2, . . .), λ
′ = (λ′1, λ
′
2, . . .) and l(λ)
denote the conjugate and the length of λ, respectively.
2.2. Preliminaries on ĝl∞ and its subalgebras of classical types. Below we
recall the infinite-dimensional Lie algebra ĝl∞ and its subalgebras b∞, c∞, d∞. We
will say that these algebras are of types a, b, c, d, respectively. The following notation
will be assumed throughout the paper.
· g : the Lie algebra ĝl∞, or its subalgebra b∞, c∞, d∞,
· h : a Cartan subalgebra of g,
· I : the index set for simple roots,
· Π = {αi | i ∈ I } : the set of simple roots,
· Π∨ = {α∨i | i ∈ I } : the set of simple coroots,
· ∆+ : the set of positive roots.
2.2.1. The Lie algebra ĝl∞. Let C
∞ be the vector space over C with a basis { ei | i ∈
Z } so that an element in End(C∞) may be identified with a matrix (aij) (i, j ∈ Z).
Let Eij be the matrix with 1 at the i-th row and j-th column and zero elsewhere.
Let gl∞ denote the subalgebra consisting of (aij) with finitely many non-zero aij’s.
Then gl∞ in matrix form is spanned by Eij (i, j ∈ Z). Denote by ĝl∞ = gl∞ ⊕ CK
the central extension of gl∞ by a one-dimensional center CK given by the 2-cocycle
(cf. [DJKM, K2])
(2.3) α(A,B) := Tr([J,A]B),
where J =
∑
i≤0Eii. The derived subalgebra of ĝl∞ is an infinite-rank Kac-Moody
algebra [K2]. Note that h =
∑
i∈Z CEii ⊕ CK. Put I = Z. Then we have
Π∨ = {α∨i = Eii − Ei+1,i+1 + δi0K (i ∈ I) },
Π = {αi = ǫi − ǫi+1 (i ∈ I) },
∆+ = { ǫi − ǫj (i, j ∈ I, i < j) },
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where ǫi ∈ h
∗ is determined by 〈ǫi, Ejj〉 = δij and 〈ǫi,K〉 = 0. Furthermore, for
i ∈ I, let Λai be the i-th fundamental weight of ĝl∞. That is, we have
Λai =
Λa0 −
∑0
k=i+1 ǫk, if i < 0,
Λa0 +
∑i
k=1 ǫk, if i > 0,
where Λa0 ∈ h
∗ is determined by 〈Λa0,K〉 = 1 and 〈Λ
a
0, Ejj〉 = 0, for all j ∈ Z. Let
ρc ∈ h
∗ be determined by 〈ρc, Ejj〉 = −j, for all j ∈ Z, and 〈ρc,K〉 = 0, so that we
have 〈ρc, α
∨
i 〉 = 1, for all i ∈ I.
By assigning degree 0 to the Cartan subalgebra and setting degEij = j − i, we
equip ĝl∞ with a Z-gradation: ĝl∞ =
⊕
k∈Z(ĝl∞)k. This leads to the following
triangular decomposition:
ĝl∞ = (ĝl∞)+ ⊕ (ĝl∞)0 ⊕ (ĝl∞)−,
where (ĝl∞)± =
⊕
k∈±N(ĝl∞)k and (ĝl∞)0 = h.
2.2.2. The Lie algebras b∞, c∞, d∞. For convenience of the reader we will briefly
review the classical subalgebras of ĝl∞ (cf. [K2]). For x ∈ {b, c, d}, let x∞ be the
subalgebra of gl∞ preserving the following bilinear form on C
∞:
(ei|ej) =

δi,−j , if x = b,
(−1)iδi,1−j , if x = c,
δi,1−j , if x = d,
i, j ∈ Z.
Let x∞ = x∞ ⊕ CK be the central extension of x∞ determined by the restriction
of the two-cocycle (2.3). Then x∞ has a natural triangular decomposition induced
from ĝl∞:
x∞ = (x∞)+ ⊕ (x∞)0 ⊕ (x∞)−,
where (x∞)± = x∞ ∩ (ĝl∞)± and (x∞)0 = x∞ ∩ (ĝl∞)0. For i ∈ N, let
E˜i =
Eii − E−i,−i, if x = b,Eii − E1−i,1−i, if x = c, d.
Note that h = (x∞)0 =
∑
i∈N CE˜i ⊕ CK. We may regard ǫi ∈ (ĝl∞)
∗
0 as an element
in (x∞)
∗
0 via restriction so that 〈ǫi, E˜j〉 = δij for i, j ∈ N. Put I = Z+. Then we
have
• b∞
Π∨ = {α∨0 = −2E˜1 + 2K, α
∨
i = E˜i − E˜i+1 (i ∈ N) },
Π = {α0 = −ǫ1, αi = ǫi − ǫi+1 (i ∈ N) },
∆+ = { ± ǫi − ǫj , −ǫi (i, j ∈ N, i < j) }.
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• c∞
Π∨ = {α∨0 = −E˜1 +K, α
∨
i = E˜i − E˜i+1 (i ∈ N) },
Π = {α0 = −2ǫ1, αi = ǫi − ǫi+1 (i ∈ N) },
∆+ = { ± ǫi − ǫj , −2ǫi (i, j ∈ N, i < j) }.
• d∞
Π∨ = {α∨0 = −E˜1 − E˜2 + 2K, α
∨
i = E˜i − E˜i+1 (i ∈ N) },
Π = {α0 = −ǫ1 − ǫ2, αi = ǫi − ǫi+1 (i ∈ N) },
∆+ = { ± ǫi − ǫj (i, j ∈ N, i < j) }.
For i ∈ I, we denote by Λxi the i-th fundamental weight for x∞, that is, 〈Λ
x
i, α
∨
j 〉 =
δij (j ∈ I), where Λ
x
0 ∈ h
∗ is determined by 〈Λx0, E˜i〉 = 0 for i ∈ N and 〈Λ
x
0,K〉 = r
with r = 12 , 1,
1
2 , for x = b, c, d, respectively. In fact, we have
Λbi = 2Λ
b
0 + ǫ1 + · · · + ǫi, i ≥ 1,
Λci = Λ
c
0 + ǫ1 + · · ·+ ǫi, i ≥ 1,
Λdi =
Λd0 + ǫ1, if i = 1,2Λd0 + ǫ1 + · · ·+ ǫi, if i > 1.
We let ρc ∈ h
∗ be determined by
〈ρc, E˜j〉 =
−j + 12 , for b∞,−j, for c∞, d∞, j ∈ N, 〈ρc,K〉 =
 0, for b∞, c∞,−1, for d∞.
2.3. Classical dual pairs on infinite-dimensional Fock spaces. Let g be one
of the Lie algebras given in Section 2.2. Let Λ ∈ h∗ be given. By standard arguments
there is a unique irreducible highest weight representation of g of highest weight Λ,
which will be denoted by L(g,Λ).
We fix a positive integer ℓ ≥ 1 and consider ℓ pairs of free fermions ψ±,i(z) with
i = 1, · · · , ℓ. That is, we have
ψ+,i(z) =
∑
n∈Z
ψ+,in z
−n−1, ψ−,i(z) =
∑
n∈Z
ψ−,in z
−n,
with non-trivial commutation relations [ψ+,im , ψ
−,j
n ] = δijδm+n,0. Let F
ℓ denote the
corresponding Fock space generated by the vaccum vector |0〉, which is annihilated
by ψ+,in , ψ
−,i
m for n ≥ 0 and m > 0.
We introduce a neutral fermionic field φ(z) =
∑
n∈Z φnz
−n−1 with non-trivial
commutation relations [φm, φn] = δm+n,0. Denote by F
1
2 the Fock space of φ(z)
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generated by a vacuum vector that is annihilated by φm for m ≥ 0. We denote by
Fℓ+
1
2 the tensor product of Fℓ and F
1
2 .
We assume that xn (n ∈ Z) and zi (i = 1, . . . , ℓ) are formal indeterminates.
2.3.1. The (ĝl∞,GL(ℓ))-duality. Let GL(ℓ) be the general linear group of rank ℓ.
The space of complex ℓ × ℓ matrices forms the Lie algebra gl(ℓ) of GL(ℓ). We
denote by eij (1 ≤ i, j ≤ ℓ) the elementary matrix with 1 in the i-th row and
j-th column and 0 elsewhere. Then H =
∑
iCeii is a Cartan subalgebra, while∑
i≤j Ceij is a Borel subalgebra containing H. Recall that an irreducible rational
representations of gl(ℓ) (or GL(ℓ)) is determined by its highest weight λ ∈ H∗ with
〈λ, eii〉 = λi ∈ Z (1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ) and λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λℓ. Denote by V
λ
GL(ℓ) the irreducible
representation corresponding to λ. Identifying λ with (λ1, . . . , λℓ) the irreducible
rational representations of GL(ℓ) are parameterized by
P(GL(ℓ)) := {λ = (λ1, · · · , λℓ) |λi ∈ Z, λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λℓ },
which is precisely the set of generalized partitions of length ℓ.
Proposition 2.1. [F] (cf. [W, Theorem 3.1]) There exists an action of ĝl∞×GL(ℓ)
on Fℓ. Furthermore, under this joint action, we have
(2.4) Fℓ ∼=
⊕
λ∈P(GL(ℓ))
L(ĝl∞,Λ
a(λ)) ⊗ V λGL(ℓ),
where Λa(λ) = ℓΛa0 +
∑
j∈Z λ
′
jǫj =
∑ℓ
i=1Λ
a
λi
.
Computing the trace of the operator
∏
n∈Z x
Enn
n
∏ℓ
i=1 z
eii
i on both sides of (2.4),
we obtain the following identity:
(2.5)
ℓ∏
i=1
∏
n∈N
(1 + xnzi)(1 + x
−1
1−nz
−1
i ) =
∑
λ∈P(GL(ℓ))
chL(ĝl∞,Λ
a(λ))chV λGL(ℓ).
2.3.2. The (c∞,Sp(2ℓ))-duality. Let Sp(2ℓ) denote the symplectic group, which is
the subgroup of GL(2ℓ) preserving the non-degenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form
on C2ℓ given by (
0 Jℓ
−Jℓ 0
)
,
where Jℓ is the following ℓ× ℓ matrix:
(2.6) Jℓ =

0 0 · · · 0 1
0 0 · · · 1 0
...
...
...
...
...
0 1 · · · 0 0
1 0 · · · 0 0
 .
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Let sp(2ℓ) be the Lie algebra of Sp(2ℓ). We take as a Borel subalgebra of sp(2ℓ)
the subalgebra of upper triangular matrices, and as a Cartan subalgebra H the
subalgebra spanned by e˜i = eii − e2ℓ+1−i,2ℓ+1−i (1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ). A finite-dimensional
irreducible representation of sp(2ℓ) is determined by its highest weight λ ∈ H∗
with 〈λ, e˜i〉 = λi ∈ Z+ (1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ) and λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λℓ. Furthermore each such
representation lifts to an irreducible representation of Sp(2ℓ), which is denoted by
V λSp(2ℓ). We identify λ with (λ1, . . . , λℓ), and put
P(Sp(2ℓ)) := {λ = (λ1, · · · , λℓ) |λi ∈ Z+, λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λℓ },
which is the set of partitions of length no more than ℓ.
Proposition 2.2. [W, Theorem 3.4] There exists an action of c∞ × Sp(2ℓ) on F
ℓ.
Furthermore, under this joint action, we have
(2.7) Fℓ ∼=
⊕
λ∈P(Sp(2ℓ))
L(c∞,Λ
c(λ)) ⊗ V λSp(2ℓ),
where Λc(λ) = ℓΛc0 +
∑
k≥1 λ
′
kǫk = (ℓ − j)Λ
c
0 +
∑j
k=1Λ
c
λk
and j is the number of
non-zero parts of λ.
Computing the trace of the operator
∏
n∈N x
eEn
n
∏ℓ
i=1 z
e˜i
i on both sides of (2.7), we
obtain the following identity:
(2.8)
ℓ∏
i=1
∏
n∈N
(1 + xnzi)(1 + xnz
−1
i ) =
∑
λ∈P(Sp(2ℓ))
chL(c∞,Λ
c(λ))chV λSp(2ℓ).
2.3.3. The (d∞,O(m))-duality. Letm be a positive integer greater than 1. We define
ℓ by m = 2ℓ when m is even, and m = 2ℓ+ 1 when m is odd. Let O(m) denote the
orthogonal group which is the subgroup of GL(m) preserving the non-degenerate
symmetric bilinear form on Cm determined by Jm of (2.6). Let so(m) be the Lie
algebra of O(m). We take as a Cartan subalgebraH of so(m) the subalgebra spanned
by e˜i = eii − em+1−i,m+1−i (1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ), while we take as the Borel subalgebra the
subalgebra of upper triangular matrices.
For λ ∈ H∗ let us identify λ with (λ1, . . . , λℓ), where λi = 〈λ, e˜i〉 for 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ.
Then a finite-dimensional irreducible representation of so(2ℓ) is determined by its
highest weight λ satisfying the condition λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λℓ−1 ≥ |λℓ| with either λi ∈ Z
or else λi ∈
1
2 + Z, for 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ. Furthermore it lifts to a representation of
SO(2ℓ) if and only if λi ∈ Z for 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ. Also a finite-dimensional irreducible
representation of so(2ℓ + 1) is determined by its highest weight λ satisfying the
conditions λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λℓ with either λi ∈ Z+ or else λi ∈
1
2 + Z+, for 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ.
Furthermore it lifts to a representation of SO(2ℓ + 1) if and only if λi ∈ Z+ for
1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ.
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We put
P(O(m)) := {λ = (λ1, · · · , λm) |λi ∈ Z+, λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λm, λ
′
1 + λ
′
2 ≤ m }.
For λ ∈ P(O(m)), let λ˜ be the partition obtained from λ by replacing its first column
with m− λ′1.
Suppose that m = 2ℓ and λ = (λ1, . . . , λℓ, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ P(O(2ℓ)) is given. If λℓ > 0,
let V λO(2ℓ) be the irreducible O(2ℓ)-module, which as an so(2ℓ)-module, is isomorphic
to the direct sum of irreducible representations of highest weights (λ1, . . . , λℓ) and
(λ1, . . . ,−λℓ). If λℓ = 0, let V
λ
O(2ℓ) denote the O(2ℓ)-module that as an so(2ℓ)-module
is isomorphic to the irreducible representation of highest weight (λ1, · · · , λℓ−1, 0),
and on which the element τ =
∑
i 6=ℓ,ℓ+1 eii+eℓ,ℓ+1+eℓ+1,ℓ ∈ O(2ℓ)\SO(2ℓ) transforms
trivially on highest weight vectors. Set V λ˜O(2ℓ) = V
λ
O(2ℓ) ⊗ det, where det is the one-
dimensional non-trivial representation of O(2ℓ).
Suppose that m = 2ℓ + 1 and λ = (λ1, . . . , λℓ, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ P(O(m)) is given. Let
V λO(2ℓ+1) be the irreducible O(2ℓ+1)-module isomorphic to the irreducible represen-
tation of highest weight (λ1, . . . , λℓ) as an so(2ℓ + 1)-module, on which −Im acts
trivially. Here Im is them×m identity matrix. Also, we let V
λ˜
O(2ℓ+1) = V
λ
O(2ℓ+1)⊗det
(cf. e.g. [BT, H1] for more details).
Proposition 2.3. [W, Theorems 3.2 and 4.1] There exists an action of d∞×O(m)
on F
m
2 . Furthermore under this joint action we have
(2.9) F
m
2 ∼=
⊕
λ∈P(O(m))
L(d∞,Λ
d(λ))⊗ V λO(m),
where Λd(λ) = mΛd0 +
∑
k≥1 λ
′
kǫk.
Suppose that m = 2ℓ. Computing the trace of the operator
∏
n∈N x
eEn
n
∏ℓ
i=1 z
e˜i
i
on both sides of (2.9), we obtain
(2.10)
ℓ∏
i=1
∏
n∈N
(1 + xnzi)(1 + xnz
−1
i ) =
∑
λ∈P(O(2ℓ))
chL(d∞,Λ
d(λ))chV λO(2ℓ).
Suppose that m = 2ℓ + 1. Let ǫ be the eigenvalue of −Im on O(2ℓ+ 1)-modules
satisfying ǫ2 = 1. From the computation of the trace of
∏
n∈N x
eEn
n
∏ℓ
i=1 z
e˜i
i (−Im) on
both sides of (2.9), we obtain
(2.11)
ℓ∏
i=1
∏
n∈N
(1 + ǫxnzi)(1 + ǫxnz
−1
i )(1 + ǫxn) =
∑
λ∈P(O(2ℓ+1))
chL(d∞,Λ
d(λ))chV λO(2ℓ+1).
Note that chV λO(2ℓ) is a Laurent polynomial in z1, . . . , zℓ and chV
λ
O(2ℓ) = chV
λ˜
O(2ℓ),
while chV λO(2ℓ+1) is the Laurent polynomial in z1, . . . , zℓ, ǫ and chV
λ
O(2ℓ+1) = ǫ chV
λ˜
O(2ℓ+1).
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2.3.4. The (b∞,Pin(2ℓ))-duality. The Lie group Pin(2ℓ) is a double cover of O(2ℓ),
with Spin(2ℓ) as the inverse image of SO(2ℓ) under the covering map (see e.g. [BT]).
An irreducible representation of Spin(2ℓ) that does not factor through SO(2ℓ) is an
irreducible representation of so(2ℓ) of highest weight of the form
(2.12) (λ1 +
1
2
, . . . , λℓ−1 +
1
2
, λℓ +
1
2
), or (λ1 +
1
2
, . . . , λℓ−1 +
1
2
,−λℓ −
1
2
),
where λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λℓ with λi ∈ Z+ for 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ. We put
P(Pin(2ℓ)) := {λ = (λ1, · · · , λℓ) |λi ∈ Z+, λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λℓ }.
For λ ∈ P(Pin(2ℓ)), let us denote by V λPin(2ℓ) the irreducible representation of Pin(2ℓ)
induced from the irreducible representation of Spin(2ℓ) whose highest weight is given
by either of the two weights in (2.12). When restricted to Spin(2ℓ), V λPin(2ℓ) decom-
poses into a direct sum of two irreducible representations of highest weights given
by those in (2.12).
Proposition 2.4. [W, Theorem 3.3] There exists an action of b∞×Pin(2ℓ) on F
ℓ.
Furthermore, under this joint action, we have
(2.13) Fℓ ∼=
⊕
λ∈P(Pin(2ℓ))
L(b∞,Λ
b(λ)) ⊗ V λPin(2ℓ),
where Λb(λ) = 2ℓΛb0 +
∑
k≥1 λ
′
kǫk.
Taking the trace of the operator
∏
n∈N x
eEn
n
∏ℓ
i=1 z
e˜i
i on both sides of (2.13), gives
(2.14)
ℓ∏
i=1
∏
n∈N
(z
1
2
i + z
− 1
2
i )(1 + xnzi)(1 + xnz
−1
i ) =
∑
λ∈P(Pin(2ℓ))
chL(b∞,Λ
b(λ))chV λPin(2ℓ).
In what follows we mean by (g, G) one of the dual pairs of Section 2.3, and by
x ∈ {a, b, c, d} the type of g.
2.4. u−-homology groups of g-modules. Let ∆ := ∆
+ ∪∆− be the set of roots
of g, where ∆− = −∆+. Let ∆±S := ∆
± ∩
(∑
j 6=0 Zαj
)
and ∆±(S) := ∆± \ ∆±S .
Denote by gα the root space corresponding to α ∈ ∆. Set
(2.15)
u± :=
∑
α∈∆±(S)
gα, l :=
∑
α∈∆+S∪∆
−
S
gα ⊕ h.
Then we have g = u+ ⊕ l ⊕ u−. The Lie algebras l and g share the same Car-
tan subalgebra h. For µ ∈ h∗ we denote by L(l, µ) the irreducible highest weight
representation of l with highest weight µ. For g = ĝl∞ we denote by P
+
l the set
of µ =
∑
i∈Z µiǫi + cΛ
a
0 ∈ h
∗ with (µ1, µ2, · · · ) ∈ P
+, (−µ0,−µ−1, · · · ) ∈ P
+, and
c ∈ C. For g = b∞, c∞, d∞, let P
+
l denote the set of µ =
∑
i∈N µiǫi + cΛ
x
0 ∈ h
∗ with
(µ1, µ2, · · · ) ∈ P
+ and c ∈ C.
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Let V be a g-module and let Ck(u−;V ) := Λ
k(u−) ⊗ V be the space of the k-th
chains (k ∈ Z+). Denote the boundary operator by dk : Ck(u−;V ) → Ck−1(u−;V )
(see e.g. [GL, J, L]). We have a complex
(2.16) · · ·
dk+1
−→ Ck(u−;V )
dk−→ Ck−1(u−;V )
dk−1
−→ · · ·
d2−→ u− ⊗ V
d1−→ V
d0−→ 0,
with dkdk+1 = 0 and homology groups Hk(u−;V ) := ker dk/im dk+1 for k ∈ Z+.
The subalgebra l acts on V by restriction, while it acts on u− via the adjoint
action. Thus l acts on the chains. Furthermore the l-action commutes with boundary
operators and hence the homology group Hk(u−;V ) is an l-module, for all k ∈ Z+.
In order to describe these groups in the case when V = L(g,Λx(λ)), for λ ∈ P(G),
we introduce further notation.
For j ∈ I, define simple reflections σj by
σj(µ) := µ− 〈µ, α
∨
j 〉αj ,
where µ ∈ h∗. LetW be the subgroup of Aut(h∗) generated by the simple reflections,
i.e. W is the Weyl group of g. For each w ∈ W we let l(w) denote the length of
w. We have an action on h given by σj(h) = h − 〈αj , h〉α
∨
j for h ∈ h so that
〈w(µ), w(h)〉 = 〈µ, h〉, for w ∈W , µ ∈ h∗ and h ∈ h. We also define
w ◦ µ := w(µ + ρc)− ρc, µ ∈ h
∗, w ∈W.
Consider W0 the subgroup of W generated by σj with j 6= 0. Let
W 0 := {w ∈W |w(∆−) ∩∆+ ⊆ ∆+(S) }.
It is well-known that W = W0W
0 and W 0 is the set of the minimal length repre-
sentatives of the right coset space W0\W (cf. [L]). For k ∈ Z+, set
W 0k := {w ∈W
0 | l(w) = k }.
Given λ ∈ P(G) it is easy to see that 〈Λx(λ), α∨j 〉 ∈ Z+, for all j ∈ I. Since
w ∈ W 0 implies that w−1(∆+S ) ⊆ ∆
+, we obtain 〈w ◦ Λx(λ), α∨j 〉 ∈ Z+, for all
j ∈ I \ {0}. Since g is a generalized Kac-Moody algebra and each L(g,Λx(λ)) is
an integrable (=standard) module, the description of the l-module structure of the
homology groups Hk(u−;L(g,Λ
x(λ)) in [J] remains valid. It is given as follows.
Proposition 2.5. [J] Let λ ∈ P(G) and k ∈ Z+. We have, as l-modules,
Hk(u−;L(g,Λ
x(λ))) ∼=
⊕
w∈W 0
k
L(l , w ◦ Λx(λ)).
We may write w ◦ Λx(λ) as
w ◦ Λx(λ) =

∑
j>0(λ
+
w)jǫj −
∑
j≥0(λ
−
w)j+1ǫ−j + nΛ
a
0, if x = a,∑
j>0(λw)jǫj + nΛ
x
0, otherwise,
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where n = 〈Λx(λ),K 〉/〈Λx0,K 〉. Furthermore, λ
±
w = ((λ
±
w)1, (λ
±
w)2, . . .) and λw =
((λw)1, (λw)2, . . .) are partitions. Thus, suppressing the action of K, we see that the
character of the l-module Hk(u−;L(g,Λ
x(λ))) is
(2.17)
chHk(u−;L(g,Λ
x(λ))) =

∑
w∈W 0
k
sλ+w(x1, x2, · · · )sλ−w (x
−1
0 , x
−1
−1, · · · ), if x = a,∑
w∈W 0k
sλw(x1, x2, · · · ), otherwise,
where here and further sµ(y1, y2, · · · ) denotes the Schur function in the variables
y1, y2, · · · associated to the partition µ. Now applying the Euler-Poincare´ principle
to (2.16) one obtains
∞∑
k=0
(−1)kchCk(u−;L(g,Λ
x(λ))) =
∞∑
k=0
(−1)kchHk(u−;L(g,Λ
x(λ))).
Since
∞∑
k=0
(−1)kchCk(u−;L(g,Λ
x(λ))) = chL(g,Λx(λ))Dx,
where
Dx =

∏
i,j(1− x
−1
−i+1xj), if x = a,∏
i(1− xi)
∏
i<j(1− xixj), if x = b,∏
i(1− x
2
i )
∏
i<j(1− xixj), if x = c,∏
i<j(1− xixj), if x = d,
with i, j ∈ N, we obtain
(2.18) chL(g,Λx(λ)) =
1
Dx
∞∑
k=0
(−1)kchHk(u−;L(g,Λ
x(λ))).
3. Infinite-dimensional Lie superalgebras
3.1. The Lie superalgebra ĝl∞|∞ and its subalgebras of classical types. Let
us recall the infinite-dimensional Lie superalgebra ĝl∞|∞ and the subalgebras B̂,
Ĉ, D̂ of classical types. We will say that these superalgebras are of types a, b, c, d,
respectively. The following notation will also be assumed throughout the paper.
· g : the Lie superalgebra ĝl∞|∞, or its subalgebra B̂, Ĉ, D̂,
· h : a Cartan subalgebra of g,
· I : the index set for simple roots,
· Π = {βr | r ∈ I } : the set of simple roots,
· Π
∨
= {β∨r | r ∈ I } : the set of simple coroots,
· ∆
+
: the set of positive roots.
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3.1.1. The Lie superalgebra ĝl∞|∞. Let C
∞|∞ be the infinite-dimensional superspace
over C with a basis { er | r ∈
1
2Z }. We assume that deger = 0¯, for r ∈ Z, and
deger = 1¯, otherwise. We may identify End(C
∞|∞) with the Lie superalgebra of
matrices (ars) (r, s ∈
1
2Z). Let gl∞|∞ denote the subalgebra consisting of (ars) with
ars = 0 for all but finitely many ars’s. Denote by Ers the elementary matrix with 1
at the r-th row and s-th column and zero elsewhere. Denote by ĝl∞|∞ = gl∞|∞⊕CK
the central extension of gl∞|∞ by a one-dimensional center CK given by the 2-cocycle
(3.1) β(A,B) := Str([J¯ , A]B),
where J¯ =
∑
r≤0Err. Here, for a matrix D = (drs), the supertrace is defined by
StrD =
∑
r∈ 1
2
Z
(−1)2rdrr. Then h =
∑
r∈ 1
2
Z
CErr⊕CK is a Cartan subalgebra. Put
I = 12Z. We have
Π
∨
= { β∨r = Err + Er+ 1
2
,r+ 1
2
+ δr0K (r ∈ I) },
Π = { βr = δr − δr+ 1
2
(r ∈ I) },
∆
+
= { δr − δs (r, s ∈ I, r < s) },
where δr ∈ h
∗
is determined by 〈δr, Ess〉 = δrs and 〈δr,K〉 = 0.
By assigning degree 0 to the Cartan subalgebra and setting degErs = s − r, we
equip ĝl∞|∞ with a
1
2Z-gradation: ĝl∞|∞ =
⊕
k∈ 1
2
Z
(ĝl∞|∞)k. This leads to the
triangular decomposition:
ĝl∞|∞ = (ĝl∞|∞)+ ⊕ (ĝl∞|∞)0 ⊕ (ĝl∞|∞)−,
where (ĝl∞|∞)± =
⊕
k∈± 1
2
N
(ĝl∞|∞)k and (ĝl∞|∞)0 = h.
3.1.2. The Lie superalgebras B̂, Ĉ, D̂. Below we follow the presentations of [CW2,
LZ]. Let L = L0 ⊕ L1 be a Lie superalgebra, which is a subalgebra of gl∞|∞. We
say that L preserves a bilinear form ( · | · ) on C∞|∞ if
Lǫ = {A ∈ (ĝl∞|∞)ǫ | (Av|w) = −(−1)
ǫ|v|(v|Aw), v, w ∈ C∞|∞ }, ǫ = 0¯, 1¯,
where |v| denotes the parity of v in C∞|∞ (cf. [K1]).
First we define the Lie superalgebra B to be the subalgebra of gl∞|∞ preserving
the following super-symmetric bilinear form on C∞|∞:
(ei|ej) = (−1)
iδi,−j, i, j ∈ Z,
(er|es) = (−1)
r+ 1
2 δr,−s, r, s ∈
1
2
+ Z,
(ei|er) = 0, i ∈ Z, r ∈
1
2
+ Z.
Let A be the subalgebra of gl∞|∞ consisting of matrices A = (aij) such that
aij = 0 if i = 0 or j = 0. We define the Lie superalgebras C and D to be the
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subalgebras of A preserving the following super-skew-symmetric bilinear forms on
C
∞|∞, respectively:
(ei|ej) =
sgn(i)δi,−j , for C,δi,−j, for D, i, j ∈ Z \ {0},
(er|es) =
δr,−s, for C,sgn(r)δr,−s, for D, r, s ∈ 12 + Z,
(ei|er) = 0, i ∈ Z, r ∈
1
2
+ Z.
Now let X be one of B,C,D. We define X̂ to be the central extension of X
given by the restriction of the two-cocycle (3.1). Then X̂ has a natural triangular
decomposition induced from ĝl∞|∞:
X̂ = X̂+ ⊕ X̂0 ⊕ X̂−,
where X̂0 = h =
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
CE˜r ⊕CK is a Cartan subalgebra, with E˜r = Err −E−r,−r
for r ∈ 12N. We may regard δr ∈ (ĝl∞|∞)
∗
0 as an element in X̂
∗
0 via restriction so that
〈δr, E˜s〉 = δrs for r, s ∈
1
2N. Put I =
1
2Z+. Then we have
• B̂
Π
∨
= { β∨0 = E˜ 1
2
+K, β∨r = E˜r + E˜r+ 1
2
(r ∈
1
2
N) },
Π = { β0 = −δ 1
2
, βr = δr − δr+ 1
2
(r ∈
1
2
N) },
∆
+
= { − δr (r ∈
1
2
N),−2δr (r ∈
1
2
+ Z+), ±δr − δs (r, s ∈
1
2
N, r < s) }.
• Ĉ
Π
∨
= { β∨0 = E˜ 1
2
− E˜1 + 2K, β
∨
r = E˜r + E˜r+ 1
2
(r ∈
1
2
N) },
Π = { β0 = −δ 1
2
− δ1, βr = δr − δr+ 1
2
(r ∈
1
2
N) },
∆
+
= { − 2δn (n ∈ N), ±δr − δs (r, s ∈
1
2
N, r < s) }.
• D̂
Π
∨
= {β∨0 = E˜ 1
2
+K, β∨r = E˜r + E˜r+ 1
2
(r ∈
1
2
N) },
Π = {β0 = −2δ 1
2
, βr = δr − δr+ 1
2
(r ∈
1
2
N) },
∆
+
= { − 2δr (r ∈
1
2
N), ±δr − δs (r, s ∈
1
2
N, r < s) }.
3.2. Tensor representations of gl(m|n) and hook Schur functions.
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3.2.1. Hook Schur functions. Let λ ∈ P+ and let sλ(x1, y1, x2, y2, · · · ) be the Schur
function corresponding to λ. We can write (see e.g. [M])
sλ(x1, y1, x2, y2, x3, y3, · · · ) =
∑
µ⊆λ
sµ(x1, x2, · · · )sλ/µ(y1, y2, · · · ).
Define the hook Schur function corresponding to λ [BR, S1] to be
HSλ(x1, y1, x2, y2, · · · ) =
∑
µ⊆λ
sµ(x1, x2, · · · )s(λ/µ)′(y1, y2, · · · ).
From the definition it is not difficult to check the following (cf. [M, Chapter I §5
Ex. 23]).
Lemma 3.1. For a partition λ we have
HSλ′(x1, y1, x2, y2, · · · ) = HSλ(y1, x1, y2, x2, · · · ).
3.2.2. Irreducible tensor representations of gl(m|n). Below we present some basic
results for the Lie superalgebra gl(m|n), for m ∈ N and n ∈ N ∪ {∞}, that will be
used in the sequel.
Consider the space Cm|n spanned by basis elements ei with i ∈ {−m, · · · ,−1} ∪
{1, 2, · · · , n}, for n finite, and i ∈ {−m, · · · ,−1} ∪ N, for n = ∞. We assume
that degei = 0¯ for i < 0, and degei = 1¯ for i > 0. The Lie superalgebra gl(m|n)
is defined similarly as in Section 3.1.1. Denote the elementary matrices by {Eij}.
Here in Section 3.2.2 our Borel subalgebra is
∑
i≤j CEij with Cartan subalgebra
h =
∑
j CEjj. Let δi ∈ h
∗
be defined by 〈δi, Ejj〉 = δij . We choose a symmetric
bilinear form (·|·)s on h
∗
such that (δi|δj)s = −sgn(i)δij . For µ ∈ h
∗
we denote by
L(gl(m|n), µ) the irreducible highest weight module of highest weight µ.
In this paragraph let us assume that n is finite. It is well-known [BR, S1] that the
tensor powers of the standard module Cm|n are completely reducible. The highest
weights of the irreducible gl(m|n)-modules that appear as irreducible components
in a tensor power of Cm|n are parameterized by the set
P
+
m|n := {(λ−m, λ−m+1, · · · , λ−1, λ1, λ2, · · · ) ∈ P
+|λ1 ≤ n}.
To be more precise, let us write λ− = (λ−m, · · · , λ−1), λ
+ = (λ1, λ2, · · · ) and λ =
(λ−|λ+). The irreducible gl(m|n)-modules that appear in (Cm|n)⊗k have highest
weights precisely of the form
(3.2) λ♮ =
−1∑
i=−m
λiδi +
∑
j≥1
λ′jδj , |λ| = k.
Such a module L(gl(m|n), λ♮) will be called an irreducible tensor module. Further-
more, putting eδi = xi (i < 0) and yj = e
δj (j > 0) the character of L(gl(m|n), λ♮)
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is given by [BR, S1]
(3.3)
∑
µ⊆λ
sµ(x−m, · · · , x−1)s(λ/µ)′(y1, y2, · · · ).
For n ∈ N∪{∞} let Xm|n denote the set of sequences of m+n integers, which we
index by the set {−m, · · · ,−1, 1, · · · , n} for n ∈ N, and {−m, · · · ,−1}∪N for n =∞.
We assume that a sequence in Xm|n has only finitely many non-zero entries. Let
X
m|n
+ ⊆ X
m|n be the subset consisting of sequences of the form µ = (µ−|µ+), where
µ− = (µ−m, · · · , µ−1) is a generalized partition of length m and µ
+ = (µ1, µ2, . . .) is
a partition. We may regard µ ∈ Xm|n as the element
∑
i≥−m, i 6=0 µiδi ∈ h
∗
.
Consider the category O+m|n of h-semisimple gl(m|n)-modules consisting of objects
M that have composition series of the form
0 ⊆M1 ⊆M2 ⊆M3 ⊆ . . .
with
⋃∞
i=1Mi =M , and such that each composition factor is of the form L(gl(m|n), µ),
µ ∈ X
m|n
+ . Furthermore we assume that each isotypic composition factor appears
with finite multiplicity.
Recall the truncation functor of [CWZ, Definition 4.4] defined as follows. Let n
be finite and let µ ∈ X
m|∞
+ . Note that in the case (µ|δn+1)s = 0 we may regard
µ as a weight of gl(m|n) by ignoring the zeros. Define for M ∈ O+m|∞ a functor
trn : O
+
m|∞ → O
+
m|n by setting trn(M) to be the linear span of all weight vectors
m ∈M such that (wt(m)|δj)s = 0 for j > n, where wt(m) denotes the weight of m.
Clearly trn is an exact functor. It is shown in [CWZ, Corollary 3.6] that
trn(L(gl(m|∞), µ)) =
L(gl(m|n), µ), if (µ|δn+1)s = 0,0, otherwise.(3.4)
Lemma 3.2. The gl(m|∞)-module (Cm|∞)⊗k is completely reducible. Furthermore
we have
(Cm|∞)⊗k ∼=
⊕
λ
L(gl(m|∞), λ♮)mλ ,
where the sum ranges over all partitions λ = (λ−m, · · · , λ−1, λ1, λ2, · · · ) with |λ| = k,
and mλ ∈ N.
Proof. Suppose that in (Cm|∞)⊗k we have a non-trivial extension of the form
(3.5) 0 −→ L(gl(m|∞), γ) −→ E −→ L(gl(m|∞), µ) −→ 0.
Take a finite n ≫ 0 such that (γ|δj)s = (µ|δj)s = 0, for j ≥ n + 1. Applying the
truncation functor trn upon (3.5) we get an exact sequence of gl(m|n)-modules
0 −→ L(gl(m|n), γ) −→ trnE −→ L(gl(m|n), µ) −→ 0.
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Since trn(C
m|∞)⊗k = (Cm|n)⊗k, trnE is an extension inside (C
m|n)⊗k, which there-
fore must be a split extension. Thus we may assume that there exists vµ ∈ E that
is annihilated by all Ei,i+1, for i ≤ n − 1. Now Ei,i+1vµ has weight µ + δi − δi+1,
for i > n. But there are no such weight spaces in E, being an extension of two
highest weight modules of highest weights γ and µ. Thus Ei,i+1vµ = 0, for i ≥ n,
and hence vµ is a genuine highest weight vector inside E. Now U(gl(m|k))vµ =
L(gl(m|k), µ), for all k ≥ n, and hence U(gl(m|∞))vµ = L(gl(m|∞), µ). It follows
that U(gl(m|∞))vµ ∩ U(gl(m|∞))vγ = 0, and thus (3.5) is a split extension.
The second statement is easy using the truncation functor again together with
the statement for finite n. 
Lemma 3.2 allows us to define irreducible tensor representations of gl(m|∞) in an
analogous fashion. It follows that they are parameterized by P+. Furthermore the
character of L(gl(m|∞), λ♮) is given by (3.3) with n =∞.
Assume that n is finite. Let γ ∈ Xm|n. We denote the central character corre-
sponding to γ by χγ (see e.g. [Se, B]). Weights in h
∗
corresponding to the same
central character can be characterized as follows. Let P be the free abelian group
with basis {εa|a ∈ Z}. Define
εγ :=
−1∑
i=−m
εγi−i −
n∑
j=1
ε−γj+j.
Then χγ = χµ if and only if εγ = εµ (see [B, Lemma 4.18]). Returning to tensor
modules, take a partition λ = (λ−m, · · · , λ−1, λ1, λ2, · · · ) with λ1 ≤ n. Consider
ελ♮ =
−1∑
i=−m
ελi−i −
n∑
j=1
ε−λ′j+j .
Lemma 3.3. Let λ ∈ P+m|n and suppose that for some i, j > 0 we have λ−j + j =
−λ′i + i. Then we have λ−j = i− j, λ
′
i = 0, and hence λ
′
s = 0, for s = i+ 1, · · · , n.
Proof. The equality λ−j + j = −λ
′
i + i implies that λ−j + λ
′
i = i− j. Now if λ
′
i > 0,
then λ−j ≥ i. But then the identity implies that λ
′
i = 0. 
Lemma 3.4. The map given by λ 7→ ελ♮ is an injection from P
+
m|n to P .
Proof. We will show that we can construct the partition λ from ελ♮ .
In light of the Lemma 3.3 we can construct λ as follows. Consider
(3.6) ελ♮ = εa1 + · · ·+ εas − εb1 − · · · − εbt ,
with a1 > a2 > · · · > as, and b1 < b2 < · · · < bt. The total number of terms is
m+ n− 2k, where k is the degree of atypicality of λ. Let
(3.7) ε0− = −εb1 − · · · − εbt .
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Assume that k > 0. Otherwise it is clear what λ is. Let c0 ≤ n be the smallest
positive integer such that −εc0+1 − εc0+2 − · · · − εn is a summand of (3.7) above.
Then we define
(3.8) ε1− = −εb1 − · · · − εbt − εc0 .
Now we let c1 < c0 be the smallest integer such that −εc1+1−· · ·− εn is a summand
of (3.8). Define ε2− analogously et cetera until we get
εk− = ε
0
− −
k−1∑
i=0
εci .
Consider
ελ♮ =
(
εa1 + · · ·+ εas +
k−1∑
i=0
εci
)
−
(
εb1 + · · ·+ εbt +
k−1∑
i=0
εci
)
.
From this form with m+ n summands we can read off λ easily. 
Corollary 3.1. Let n ∈ N. The irreducible tensor representations have distinct
central characters. In particular for λ, µ ∈ P+m|n we have
Ext1
(
L(gl(m|n), λ♮), L(gl(m|n), µ♮)
)
= 0.
Let O++m|n denote the full subcategory of O
+
m|n such that each composition factor
isomorphic to an irreducible tensor module.
Remark 3.1. Let n ∈ N and let O++,f
m|n
denote the full subcategory of O++
m|n
consisting
of objects that have finite composition series. Then O++,fm|n is a full subcategory of
the category of finite-dimensional gl(m|n)-modules. From Corollary 3.1 and the long
exact sequence one shows, using induction on the length of the composition series,
that Ext1(M,N) = 0, for M,N ∈ O++,fm|n . The projective cover P (gl(m|n), λ
♮)
of L(gl(m|n), λ♮) exists in the category of finite-dimensional gl(m|n)-modules (see
e.g. [B]). Now consider the short exact sequence
0 −→ K −→ P (gl(m|n), λ♮) −→ L(gl(m|n), λ♮) −→ 0.
From the long exact sequence one shows that Exti(M,N) = 0, and in particular,
Exti
(
L(gl(m|n), λ♮), L(gl(m|n), µ♮)
)
= 0, for all i ∈ N.
Theorem 3.1. For n ∈ N∪{∞} the category O++m|n is a semisimple tensor category.
Proof. Given M,N ∈ O++m|n with composition series 0 ⊆ M1 ⊆ M2 ⊆ . . ., and
0 ⊆ N1 ⊆ N2 ⊆ . . ., respectively. We obtain a filtration of M ⊗N
0 ⊆M1 ⊗N1 ⊆M2 ⊗N2 ⊆ . . . ,
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whose composition series is a composition series for M ⊗N . Now for λ, µ, ν ∈ P+m|n,
L(λ♮) ⊆ L(µ♮)⊗L(ν♮) only if |λ| = |µ|+ |ν|. Thus every isotypic composition factor
of M ⊗N appears with finite multiplicity. Hence O++m|n is a tensor category.
The theorem for a finite n now follows from Corollary 3.1. To show the statement
for n =∞ we need to show that any exact sequence of gl(m|∞)-modules of the form
0 −→ L(gl(m|∞), λ♮) −→ E −→ L(gl(m|∞), µ♮) −→ 0
is split. For this choose a finite n sufficiently large so that λ1, µ1 ≤ n. Applying the
truncation functor trn we get an exact sequence of gl(m|n)-modules
0 −→ L(gl(m|n), λ♮) −→ trnE −→ L(gl(m|n), µ
♮) −→ 0,
which is split. Now repeating the arguments of Lemma 3.2 completes the proof. 
3.2.3. Non-standard Borel subalgebra of gl(m|m). Below we will discuss the highest
weight theory of the Lie superalgebra gl(m|m), for m ∈ N ∪ {∞}, with respect to
the non-standard Borel subalgebra.
Let Cm|m = C>0 be the superspace of dimension (m|m). We assume that it has
a basis { er | r =
1
2 , 1,
3
2 , 2, · · · } with deger = 0¯ for r ∈ {1, 2, · · · }, and deges = 1¯
otherwise. With respect to this basis the subalgebra generated by Ers (r ≤ s) will
be called the non-standard Borel subalgebra of gl(m|m).
For a finite m it is clear that (Cm|m)⊗k is a completely reducible gl(m|m)-module,
and the irreducible factors are the irreducible tensor representations, which are pa-
rameterized by λ = (λ1, λ2, . . .) ∈ P
+ with λm+1 ≤ m. In fact, for such a λ, the
highest weight (with respect to the non-standard Borel subalgebra and the Cartan
subalgebra
∑
r CErr) of the corresponding representation of gl(m|m) is given by∑
r arδr with (cf. e.g. [CW2, Section 7])
ar =
〈λ
′
r+ 1
2
− (r − 12)〉, if r ∈ {
1
2 ,
3
2 , · · · },
〈λr − r〉, if r ∈ {1, 2, · · · }.
Above 〈k〉 = k, for k > 0, and 〈k〉 = 0, otherwise. By (3.3) its character, which is
the trace of the operator
∏
r x
Err
r , is HSλ′(x 1
2
, x1, x 3
2
, · · · ), since the standard and
non-standard Borel subalgebras share the same Cartan subalgebra.
For m =∞ it is not hard to show, with the help of a similarly defined truncation
functor, that an analogous statement of Lemma 3.2 remains valid in the setup of
non-standard Borel.
We define respective categories O++m|m (m ∈ N∪{∞}) which is a semisimple tensor
category for m ∈ N by Theorem 3.1. Using this fact we then can show in an
analogous fashion the following.
Theorem 3.2. The category O++∞|∞ is a semisimple tensor category.
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To simplify notation for later on we set, for m = ∞ above, gl>0 := gl(∞|∞),
which may be regarded as a subalgebra of ĝl∞|∞ spanned by Ers with r, s > 0. Let
gl≤0 be the subalgebra of ĝl∞|∞ spanned by Ers with r, s ≤ 0, which is isomorphic
to gl>0.
Let C≤0 =
∑
r∈− 1
2
Z+
Cer. Similarly, we call an irreducible component of (C
≤0∗)⊗k
an irreducible dual tensor representation of gl≤0. As in (C
>0)⊗k, each irreducible
component corresponds to λ ∈ P+, whose highest weight with respect to the non-
standard Borel subalgebra
∑
r≤sCErs and the Cartan subalgebra
∑
r∈− 1
2
Z+
CErr is
given by
−
∑
r∈− 1
2
Z+
brδr, where br =
〈λ−r+1 + r〉, if r ∈ −Z+,〈λ′
−r+ 1
2
+ (r − 12)〉, if r ∈ −
1
2 − Z+.
Its character is HSλ(x
−1
0 , x
−1
− 1
2
, x−1−1, . . .) and we have an analogous statement on
semisimplicity of an analogous category of dual tensor representations.
3.3. Super dual pairs on infinite-dimensional Fock spaces. Let g be one of
the Lie superalgebras defined in Section 3.1. Let Λ ∈ h¯∗ be given. By standard ar-
guments there exists a unique irreducible highest weight g-module of highest weight
Λ, which will be denoted by L(g,Λ). For Λ ∈ h¯∗, we set Λs = 〈Λ, Ess〉 (s ∈
1
2Z) if
g = ĝl∞|∞, and Λs = 〈Λ, E˜s〉 (s ∈
1
2N) if g = B̂, Ĉ, D̂.
Fix a positive integer ℓ ≥ 1. Consider ℓ pairs of free fermions ψ±,i(z) and ℓ pairs
of free bosons γ±,i(z) with i = 1, · · · , ℓ. That is, we have
ψ+,i(z) =
∑
n∈Z
ψ+,in z
−n−1, ψ−,i(z) =
∑
n∈Z
ψ−,in z
−n,
γ+,i(z) =
∑
r∈ 1
2
+Z
γ+,ir z
−r−1/2, γ−,i(z) =
∑
r∈ 1
2
+Z
γ−,ir z
−r−1/2,
with non-trivial commutation relations
[ψ+,im , ψ
−,j
n ] = δijδm+n,0, [γ
+,i
r , γ
−,j
s ] = δijδr+s,0.
Let F
ℓ
denote the corresponding Fock space generated by the vaccum vector |0〉,
which is annihilated by ψ+,in , ψ
−,i
m , γ
±,i
r for n ≥ 0, m > 0 and r > 0.
We also consider the following ℓ pairs of free fermions ψ˜±,i (i = 1, · · · , ℓ):
ψ˜+,i(z) =
∑
n∈Z\{0}
ψ+,in z
−n−1, ψ˜−,i(z) =
∑
n∈Z\{0}
ψ−,in z
−n,
with the same commutation relations. We denote by F
ℓ
0 the Fock space correspond-
ing to ψ˜±,i(z) and γ±,i(z) (i = 1, · · · , ℓ) generated by the vacuum vector |0〉 with
ψ±,in |0〉 = γ
±,i
r |0〉 = 0, for n, r > 0.
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We introduce a neutral fermionic field φ˜(z) =
∑
n∈Z\{0} φnz
−n−1 and a neu-
tral bosonic field χ(z) =
∑
r∈ 1
2
+Z χrz
−r− 1
2 with non-trivial commutation relations
[φm, φn] = δm+n,0 and [χr, χs] = δr+s,0. Denote by F
1
2
0 the corresponding Fock space
generated by the vacuum vector |0〉, which is annihilated by φm and χr for m, r > 0.
We denote by F
ℓ+ 1
2
0 the tensor product of F
ℓ
0 and F
1
2
0 .
Let W be the Weyl group of the Lie algebra g, and G the dual partner of g in
Section 2.3. We let W 0k , λ
±
w , λw (λ ∈ P(G), w ∈ W
0
k ) be as in Section 2.4. Let xr
(r ∈ 12Z) and zi (i = 1, · · · , ℓ) be formal indeterminates.
3.3.1. The (ĝl∞|∞,GL(ℓ))-duality. Given λ ∈ P(GL(ℓ)), we define Λ
a
(λ) ∈ h¯∗ by
Λ
a
(λ)i = 〈λ
′
i − i〉, i ∈ N,
Λ
a
(λ)j = −〈−λ
′
j + j〉, j ∈ −Z+,
Λ
a
(λ)r = 〈λr+1/2 − (r − 1/2)〉, r ∈
1
2
+ Z+,
Λ
a
(λ)s = −〈−λℓ+(s+1/2) + (s− 1/2)〉, s ∈ −
1
2
− Z+,
〈Λ
a
(λ),K〉 = ℓ.
Proposition 3.1. [CW2, Theorem 8.1] There exists an action of ĝl∞|∞×GL(ℓ) on
F
ℓ
. Furthermore, under this joint action, we have
(3.9) F
ℓ ∼=
⊕
λ∈P(GL(ℓ))
L(ĝl∞|∞,Λ
a
(λ)) ⊗ V λGL(ℓ).
Computing the trace of the operator
∏
s∈ 1
2
Z
xEsss
∏ℓ
i=1 z
eii
i on both sides of (3.9),
we obtain the following identity:
(3.10)
ℓ∏
i=1
∏
n∈N(1 + xnzi)(1 + x
−1
−n+1z
−1
i )∏
r∈1/2+Z+
(1− xrzi)(1 − x
−1
−rz
−1
i )
=
∑
λ∈P(GL(ℓ))
chL(ĝl∞|∞,Λ
a
(λ))chV λGL(ℓ).
Set x>0 = {x 1
2
, x1, x 3
2
, · · · }, x−1≤0 = {x
−1
0 , x
−1
− 1
2
, x−1−1, · · · }, and
D
a
=
∏
i,j∈N
(1− x−1−i+1xj)(1− x
−1
−i+ 1
2
xj− 1
2
)
(1 + x−1−i+1xj− 1
2
)(1 + x−1
−i+ 1
2
xj)
.
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Theorem 3.3. For λ ∈ P(GL(ℓ)), we have
chL(ĝl∞|∞,Λ
a
(λ)) =
1
D
a
∞∑
k=0
∑
w∈W 0
k
(−1)kHS(λ+w)′(x>0)HSλ−w (x
−1
≤0).
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.2 in [CL]. First we use (2.17)
and (2.18) to write (2.5) as an identity in {x−1−j}j∈Z+ and {xj}j∈N. Next we replace
{x−1−j}j∈Z+ (resp. {xj}j∈N) with {x
−1
−j}j∈ 1
2
Z+
(resp. {xj}j∈ 1
2
N
) in this new identity,
which we regard first as a symmetric function identity in the variables {x−1−j}j∈ 1
2
+Z+
.
This allows us to apply to it the involution of symmetric functions that interchanges
the elementary symmetric functions with the complete symmetric functions (see
e.g. [M, Chapter I, §2, (2.7)]) and obtain, using Lemma 3.1,
ℓ∏
k=1
∏
i∈N
∏
j∈ 1
2
N
(1 + xjzk)(1 + x
−1
−i+1z
−1
k )
(1− x−1
−i+ 1
2
z−1k )
=
∑
λ∈P(GL(ℓ))
chV λGL(ℓ)×
∑∞
k=0
∑
w∈W 0k
(−1)ksλ+w(x 12
, x1, · · · )HSλ−w (x
−1
0 , x
−1
− 1
2
, x−1−1, · · · )∏
i∈N,j∈ 1
2
N
(1− x−1−i+1xj)/(1 + x
−1
−i+ 1
2
xj)
.(3.11)
Now we regard (3.11) as a symmetric function identity in the variables {xj}j∈ 1
2
+Z+
and apply the involution again to obtain, using Lemma 3.1,
ℓ∏
k=1
∏
n∈N(1 + xnzk)(1 + x
−1
−n+1z
−1
k )∏
r∈1/2+Z+
(1− xrzk)(1− x
−1
−rz
−1
k )
=
∑
λ∈P(GL(ℓ))
chV λGL(ℓ)×∑∞
k=0
∑
w∈W 0
k
(−1)kHS(λ+w)′(x 12
, x1, · · · )HSλ−w (x
−1
0 , x
−1
− 1
2
, x−1−1, · · · )∏
i,j∈N(1− x
−1
−i+1xj)(1− x
−1
−i+ 1
2
xj− 1
2
)/(1 + x−1−i+1xj− 1
2
)(1 + x−1
−i+ 1
2
xj)
.
Now the theorem follows from (3.10) and the fact that the set {chV λGL(ℓ)|λ ∈ P(GL(ℓ))},
being the set of Schur Laurent polynomials, is linearly independent. 
We record an identity (cf. [CW1, Remark 3.3]) that can be proved similarly as
Theorem 3.3 using the classical Cauchy identity:
(3.12)
ℓ∏
i=1
∏
n∈N(1 + xnzi)∏
r∈1/2+Z+
(1− xrzi)
=
∑
λ∈P+,l(λ)≤ℓ
HSλ′(x>0)sλ(z1, · · · , zℓ).
3.3.2. The (B̂,Pin(2ℓ))-duality. For λ ∈ P(Pin(2ℓ)), we define Λ
b
(λ) ∈ h¯∗ by
Λ
b
(λ)i = 〈λ
′
i − i〉, i ∈ N,
Λ
b
(λ)r = 〈λr+1/2 − (r − 1/2)〉, r ∈
1
2
+ Z+,
〈Λ
b
(λ),K〉 = ℓ.
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Proposition 3.2. [CW2, Theorem 8.2] There exists an action of B̂ × Pin(2ℓ) on
F
ℓ
. Furthermore, under this joint action, we have
(3.13) F
ℓ ∼=
⊕
λ∈P(Pin(2ℓ))
L(B̂,Λ
b
(λ)) ⊗ V λPin(2ℓ).
Computing the trace of the operator
∏
s∈ 1
2
N
x
eEs
s
∏ℓ
i=1 z
e˜i
i on both sides of (3.13),
we obtain the following identity:
(3.14)
ℓ∏
i=1
(z
1
2
i + z
− 1
2
i )
∏
n∈N(1 + xnzi)(1 + xnz
−1
i )∏
r∈ 1
2
+Z+
(1− xrzi)(1− xrz
−1
i )
=
∑
λ∈P(Pin(2ℓ))
chL(B̂,Λ
b
(λ))chV λPin(2ℓ).
Theorem 3.4. For λ ∈ P(Pin(2ℓ)), we have
chL(B̂,Λ
b
(λ)) =
1
D
b
∞∑
k=0
∑
w∈W 0
k
(−1)kHS(λw)′(x>0),
where
D
b
=
∏
i,j∈N
i≤j
(1− xi)(1− xixj+1)(1− xi− 1
2
xj− 1
2
)
(1 + xi− 1
2
)(1 + xixj+ 1
2
)(1 + xi− 1
2
xj)
.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.3. Replace {xj}j∈N with {xj}j∈ 1
2
N
in (2.14), and then apply the involution to the symmetric functions in {xj}j∈ 1
2
+Z+
(cf. [M, Chapter I §5 Ex. 4,5]). Then the result follows from the linear independence
of { chV λPin(2ℓ) |λ ∈ P(Pin(2ℓ)) }. 
3.3.3. The (Ĉ,Sp(2ℓ))-duality. For λ ∈ P(Sp(2ℓ)), we define Λ
c
(λ) ∈ h¯∗ by
Λ
c
(λ)i = 〈λ
′
i − i〉, i ∈ N,
Λ
c
(λ)r = 〈λr+1/2 − (r − 1/2)〉, r ∈
1
2
+ Z+,
〈Λ
c
(λ),K〉 = ℓ.
Proposition 3.3. [LZ, Theorem 5.3] There exists an action of Ĉ × Sp(2ℓ) on F
ℓ
0.
Furthermore, under this joint action, we have
(3.15) F
ℓ
0
∼=
⊕
λ∈P(Sp(2ℓ))
L(Ĉ,Λ
c
(λ))⊗ V λSp(2ℓ).
Computing the trace of the operator
∏
s∈ 1
2
N
x
eEs
s
∏ℓ
i=1 z
ei
i on both sides of (3.15),
we obtain the following:
(3.16)
ℓ∏
i=1
∏
n∈N(1 + xnzi)(1 + xnz
−1
i )∏
r∈ 1
2
+Z+
(1− xrzi)(1− xrz
−1
i )
=
∑
λ∈P(Sp(2ℓ))
chL(Ĉ,Λ
c
(λ))chV λSp(2ℓ).
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Similar to Theorem 3.4, we obtain the following.
Theorem 3.5. For λ ∈ P(Sp(2ℓ)), we have
chL(Ĉ,Λ
c
(λ)) =
1
D
c
∞∑
k=0
∑
w∈W 0k
(−1)kHS(λw)′(x>0),
where
D
c
=
∏
i,j∈N
i≤j
(1− xixj)(1− xi− 1
2
xj+ 1
2
)
(1 + xixj+ 1
2
)(1 + xi− 1
2
xj)
.
3.3.4. The (D̂,O(m))-duality. For λ ∈ P(O(m)), we define Λ
d
(λ) ∈ h¯∗ by
Λ
d
(λ)i = 〈λ
′
i − i〉, i ∈ N,
Λ
d
(λ)r = 〈λr+1/2 − (r − 1/2)〉, r ∈
1
2
+ Z+,
〈Λ
d
(λ),K〉 =
m
2
.
Proposition 3.4. [LZ, Theorems 5.3 and 5.4] There exists an action of D̂×O(m)
on F
m
2
0 . Furthermore, under this joint action, we have
(3.17) F
m
2
0
∼=
⊕
λ∈P(O(m))
L(D̂,Λ
d
(λ))⊗ V λO(m).
Suppose that m = 2ℓ. Computing the trace of the operator
∏
s∈ 1
2
N
x
eEs
s
∏ℓ
i=1 z
e˜i
i
on both sides of (3.17), we obtain the following identity:
(3.18)
ℓ∏
i=1
∏
n∈N(1 + xnzi)(1 + xnz
−1
i )∏
r∈ 1
2
+Z+
(1− xrzi)(1− xrz
−1
i )
=
∑
λ∈P(O(2ℓ))
chL(D̂,Λ
d
(λ))chV λO(2ℓ).
Suppose that m = 2ℓ + 1. Let ǫ be the eigenvalue of −Im on O(2ℓ+ 1)-modules
satisfying ǫ2 = 1. Calculating the trace of the operator
∏
s∈ 1
2
N
x
eEs
s
∏ℓ
i=1 z
e˜i
i (−Im)
on (3.17) yields
(3.19)
ℓ∏
i=1
∏
n∈N(1 + ǫxnzi)(1 + ǫxnz
−1
i )(1 + ǫxn)∏
r∈ 1
2
+Z+
(1− ǫxrzi)(1 − ǫxrz
−1
i )(1− ǫxr)
=
∑
λ∈P(O(2ℓ+1))
chL(D̂,Λ
d
(λ))chV λO(2ℓ+1).
Theorem 3.6. Suppose that λ ∈ P(O(m)) is given. Put
D
d
=
∏
i,j∈N
i≤j
(1− xixj+1)(1− xi− 1
2
xj− 1
2
)
(1 + xixj+ 1
2
)(1 + xi− 1
2
xj)
.
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(1) If m = 2ℓ+ 1, then we have
chL(D̂,Λ
d
(λ)) =
1
D
d
∞∑
k=0
∑
w∈W 0
k
(−1)kHS(λw)′(x>0).
(2) If m = 2ℓ, then we have
chL(D̂,Λ
d
(λ)) + chL(D̂,Λ
d
(λ˜))
=
1
D
d
∞∑
k=0
∑
w∈W 0k
(−1)k
[
HS(λw)′(x>0) +HS(λ˜w)′(x>0)
]
.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.4. However, note that in the case
of (2), V λO(2ℓ) and V
λ˜
O(2ℓ) are isomorphic as so(2ℓ)-modules, and they give the same
character. Hence, the result follows from comparing the coefficients of chV λO(2ℓ) for
λ ∈ P(O(2ℓ)) with length less than or equal to ℓ (cf. [CZ2, Lemma 6.1]). 
From now on we mean by (g, G) one of the dual pairs of Section 3.3, and by
x ∈ {a, b, c, d} the type of g. The map (consisting of involutions of symmetric
functions) that transforms (2.18) into chL(g,Λx(λ)) of the form in Theorems 3.3-3.6
will be denoted by ωx.
4. The Casimir operators
4.1. The bilinear form (·|·)c and the Casimir operator Ω of g. Suppose first
that g = ĝl∞. We fix a symmetric bilinear form (·|·)c on h
∗ satisfying
(λ|ǫi)c = 〈λ,Eii − ζ(i)
K
2
〉, λ ∈ h∗, i ∈ Z,
(Λa0|Λ
a
0)c = (Λ
a
0|ρc)c = 0,
where ζ(i) = 1 (resp. −1) if i > 0 (resp. i ≤ 0). Such a form exists, since the vectors
{ǫi}i∈Z, Λ
a
0 and ρc are linearly independent. We check easily that
(ǫi|ǫj)c = δij , (Λ
a
0|ǫi)c = −
ζ(i)
2
, i, j ∈ Z,
(ρc|αi)c =
1
2
(αi|αi)c, i ∈ I.
Suppose that g = x∞ with x ∈ {b, c, d}. We choose a symmetric bilinear form
(·|·)c on h
∗ satisfying
(λ|ǫi)c = 〈λ, E˜i −K〉, i ∈ N,
(Λx0|Λ
x
0)c = (Λ
x
0|ρc)c = 0.
Also one checks that (ǫi|ǫj)c = δij , (Λ
x
0|ǫi)c = −r for i, j ∈ N, where r =
1
2 , 1,
1
2 for
x = b, c, d, respectively, and 2(ρc|αi)c = (αi|αi)c for i ∈ I.
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Now for each g of type x ∈ {a, b, c, d}, let { sxi }i∈I be the sequence defined by
sai = s
d
i = 1, i ∈ I, s
b
i =
12 , if i = 0,1, if i ≥ 1, sci =
2, if i = 0,1, if i ≥ 1.
Then it follows that
(4.1) (λ|αi)c = s
x
i〈λ, α
∨
i 〉,
for λ ∈ h∗, i ∈ I so that (αi|αj)c = s
x
j〈αi, α
∨
j 〉, for i, j ∈ I. By defining (α
∨
i |α
∨
j )c :=
(sxis
x
j)
−1(αi|αj)c, we obtain a symmetric bilinear form on the Cartan subalgebra of
g′ = [g, g], which can be extended to a non-degenerate invariant symmetric bilinear
form on g′ such that
(4.2) (ei|fj)c = δij/s
x
i,
where ei and fj (i, j ∈ I) denote the Chevalley generators of g
′ with [ei, fi] =
α∨i . Thus the symmetric bilinear form on h
∗ induces an invariant symmetric non-
degenerate bilinear form on the derived subalgebra of g. Since every root space is
one-dimensional, we can choose a basis {uα} of gα for α ∈ ∆
+ and a dual basis {uα}
of g−α with respect to (·|·)c.
Let V be a highest weight g-module with weight space decomposition V = ⊕µVµ.
Define Γ1 : V → V to be the linear map that acts as the scalar (µ + 2ρc|µ)c on Vµ.
Let Γ2 := 2
∑
α∈∆+ u
αuα. Define the Casimir operator (cf. [J]) to be
Ω := Γ1 + Γ2.
It follows from (4.1) and (4.2) that Ω commutes with the action of g on V (cf. [J,
Proposition 3.6]). Thus, if V is generated by a highest weight vector with highest
weight λ, then Ω acts on V as the scalar (λ+ 2ρc|λ)c.
4.2. The bilinear form (·|·)s and the Casimir operator Ω of g. Suppose first
that g = ĝl∞|∞. Define Λ
a
0 ∈ h¯
∗ by 〈Λ
a
0,K〉 = 1 and 〈Λ
a
0, Err〉 = 0, for all r ∈
1
2Z.
We choose a symmetric bilinear form (·|·)s on h
∗
satisfying
(λ|δr)s = (−1)
2r〈λ,Err − (−1)
2rζ(r)
K
2
〉, λ ∈ h
∗
, r ∈
1
2
Z,
(Λ
a
0|Λ
a
0)s = 0.
Here we set that ρs = 0 ∈ h
∗
. We check easily that
(δr|δt)s = (−1)
2rδrt, (Λ
a
0|δr)s = −
ζ(r)
2
, r, t ∈
1
2
Z,
(ρs|βr)s =
1
2
(βr|βr)s, r ∈ I.
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Suppose that g = X̂ for X ∈ {B,C,D}, with x ∈ {b, c, d} denoting the respective
type of g. Define Λ
x
0 ∈ h
∗
by 〈Λ
x
0,K〉 = 1 and 〈Λ
x
0, E˜r〉 = 0 for r ∈
1
2N. For Ĉ, we
put ρs = 0. For the other cases, let ρs ∈ h
∗
be determined by
〈ρs, E˜r〉 =
(−1)2r 12 , for B̂,(−1)2r , for D̂, r ∈ 12N,
〈ρs,K〉 = 0.
We fix a symmetric bilinear form (·|·)s on h
∗
satisfying
(λ|δr)s = (−1)
2r〈λ, E˜r − (−1)
2rK〉, λ ∈ h
∗
, r ∈
1
2
N,
(Λ
x
0|Λ
x
0)s = (Λ
x
0|ρs)s = 0.
Then we can check that (δr|δt)s = (−1)
2rδrt, (Λ
x
0|δr)s = −1 for r, t ∈
1
2N, and
2(ρs|βr)s = (βr|βr)s for r ∈ I.
Now, for each g of type x ∈ {a, b, c, d}, let { sxr }r∈I be the sequence defined by
sar = s
b
r = s
c
r = (−1)
2r, r ∈ I,
sdr =
2, if r = 0,(−1)2r, if r ≥ 12 .
Then we have
(4.3) (λ|βr)s = s
x
r〈λ, β
∨
r 〉, λ ∈ h
∗
, r ∈ I,
so that (βr|βt)s = s
x
t〈βr, β
∨
t 〉 for r, t ∈ I. By defining (β
∨
r |β
∨
t )s := (s
x
rs
x
t)
−1(βr|βt)s,
we obtain a symmetric bilinear form on the Cartan subalgebra of g′ = [g, g], which
can be extended to a non-degenerate invariant super-symmetric bilinear form on g′
such that
(4.4) (er|f t)s = δrt/s
x
r,
where er and f t (r, t ∈ I) denote the Chevalley generators of g with [er, f r] = β
∨
r .
We have now all the ingredients to define the super-analogue of the Casimir op-
erator. Namely, for β ∈ ∆
+
, let gβ be the root space of g corresponding to β. Take
a basis {uβ} of gβ, and a dual basis {u
β} of g−β with respect to (·|·)s. For any
highest weight g-module V , with weight space decomposition V = ⊕µVµ, we define
Γ1 : V → V to be the linear map that acts as the scalar (µ + 2ρs|µ)s on Vµ. Let
Γ2 := 2
∑
β∈∆
+ uβuβ. For example, if g = ĝl∞|∞, then we have for r ∈ I
uβruβr = (−1)
2rEr+ 1
2
,rEr,r+ 1
2
.
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Define the Casimir operator to be
(4.5) Ω := Γ1 + Γ2.
Proposition 4.1. Let V be a highest weight g-module. The operator Ω commutes
with the action of g on V . In particular, if V is generated by a highest weight vector
with highest weight λ, then Ω acts on V as the scalar (λ+ 2ρs|λ)s.
Proof. The argument is parallel to the one given to prove [J, Proposition 3.6]. Here
we use (4.3) and (4.4) to replace the corresponding identities of [J]. 
4.3. u−-homology groups of g-modules. Suppose that (g, G) and (g, G) are the
dual pairs of type x ∈ {a, b, c, d} given in Section 2.3 and Section 3.3, and λ ∈
P(G). Recall the following results for integrable modules of generalized Kac-Moody
algebras [J, L] applied to our setting.
Proposition 4.2.
(i) If η ∈ P+
l
is a weight in Λku− ⊗ L(g,Λ
x(λ)) with (η + 2ρc|η)c = (Λ
x(λ) +
2ρc|Λ
x(λ))c, then there exists w ∈W
0
k with η = w ◦Λ
x(λ) and η appears with
multiplicity one.
(ii) The l-module Hk(u−;L(g,Λ
x(λ))) is completely reducible. Furthermore if
L(l, η) is an irreducible component of Hk(u−;L(g,Λ
x(λ))), then (η+2ρc|η)c =
(Λx(λ) + 2ρc|Λ
x(λ))c.
Let ∆ := ∆
+
∪ ∆
−
be the set of roots of g, where ∆
−
= −∆
+
. Let ∆
±
S :=
∆
±
∩ (
∑
r 6=0 Zβr) and ∆
±
(S) := ∆
±
\∆
±
S . Let
(4.6)
u± :=
∑
β∈∆
±
(S)
gβ, l :=
∑
β∈∆
+
S∪∆
−
S
gβ ⊕ h, p := l⊕ u+.
Then we have g = u+⊕ l⊕u−. The Lie superalgebras l and g share the same Cartan
subalgebra. It is not difficult to see that l = gl>0 ⊕ gl≤0 ⊕ CK if g = ĝl∞|∞, and
l ∼= gl>0 ⊕ CK otherwise.
For µ ∈ h
∗
we denote by L(l, µ) the irreducible highest weight representation of
l with highest weight µ. For g = ĝl∞|∞, let P
+
l
be the set of µ ∈ h
∗
such that
µ =
∑
r∈ 1
2
Z
µrδr + cΛ
x
0 for some c ∈ C and
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
µrδr (resp.
∑
r∈− 1
2
Z+
µrδr) is
a highest weight for an irreducible (resp. irreducible dual) tensor representation of
gl>0 (resp. gl≤0). For g = X̂ with X ∈ {B,C,D}, let P
+
l
be the set of µ ∈ h
∗
such
that µ =
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
µrδr + cΛ
x
0 for some c ∈ C and
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
µrδr is a highest weight for
an irreducible tensor representation of gl>0.
Now consider the homology groups Hk(u−;L(g,Λ
x
(λ))), which are defined analo-
gously (see e.g. [Fu, KK]).
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Lemma 4.1. The l-module L(g,Λ
x
(λ)) is completely reducible.
Proof. We will only show this for g = ĝl∞|∞. The other cases are analogous and
omitted.
Consider the Fock space F
ℓ
with l×GL(ℓ)-character
(4.7)
ℓ∏
i=1
∏
n∈N(1 + xnzi)(1 + x
−1
−n+1z
−1
i )∏
r∈1/2+Z+
(1− xrzi)(1 − x
−1
−rz
−1
i )
,
which is the left hand side of (3.10). Using (3.12) twice we see that (4.7) can be
written as ∑
λ,µ∈P+;l(λ),l(µ)≤ℓ
HSλ′(x>0)HSµ(x
−1
≤0)sλ(z1, · · · , zℓ)sµ(z
−1
1 , · · · , z
−1
ℓ ).
Thus (4.7) can be written as an infinite sum of HSλ′(x>0)HSµ(x
−1
≤0) such that each
summand has a finite multiplicity. Now Theorem 3.2 implies that F
ℓ
, as an l-module,
is completely reducible. Since L(g,Λ
a
(λ)) is a direct summand of a completely
reducible module, it is also completely reducible. 
Lemma 4.2. The l-module Hk(u−;L(g,Λ
x
(λ))) is completely reducible.
Proof. First suppose that g = ĝl∞|∞ with l = gl≤0 ⊕ gl>0 ⊕ CK. As a gl≤0 ⊕ gl>0-
module, u¯− ∼= C
≤0∗ ⊗C>0. We claim that Λk(u¯−) is completely reducible, and each
irreducible component is an irreducible dual tensor representation of gl≤0 tensored
with an irreducible tensor representation of gl>0. This can be proved, for example, by
using an analogous truncation functor argument as in Section 3.2.2 in combination
with the skew-symmetric Howe duality for a pair of finite-dimensional general Lie
superalgebras [CW1, Theorem 3.3]. By Lemma 4.1 L(ĝl∞|∞,Λ
a
(λ)) as an l-module
is completely reducible, and hence by Theorem 3.2 Λk(u¯−) ⊗ L(ĝl∞|∞,Λ
a
(λ)) is
a completely reducible l¯-module. Since any subquotient of a completely reducible
module is also completely reducible, the result follows.
Now suppose that g = B̂, Ĉ, D̂. Then l is isomorphic to gl>0 ⊕ CK and as a
gl>0-module,
u− ∼=

Λ2(C>0)⊕ C>0, if g = B̂,
S2(C>0), if g = Ĉ,
Λ2(C>0), if g = D̂,
(4.8)
which is a direct sum of irreducible tensor representations. By Theorem 3.2 Λk(u−)
is completely reducible over l. This together with Lemma 4.1 shows that Λk(u¯−)⊗
L(g,Λ
x
(λ)), and hence Hk(u−;L(g,Λ
x
(λ))), is completely reducible. 
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Remark 4.1. Alternatively, Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 also follow from the unitarity of the
respective l-modules.
We have the following super-analogue of the action of the Casimir operator on
homology groups (cf. [GL, L, J]).
Proposition 4.3. Let γ ∈ P+
l¯
and let L(¯l, γ) be the irreducible l¯-module of highest
weight γ. If L(¯l, γ) is a component of Hk(u−;L(g,Λ
x
(λ))), then (γ + 2ρs|γ)s =
(Λ
x
(λ) + 2ρs|Λ
x
(λ))s.
Proof. This can be proved following the same type of arguments as the one given in
the proof of [L, Proposition 18] and thus we will omit the details. We only remark
that in the process we use the same bilinear form (·|·)s and the same ρs to define
the corresponding Casimir operator for l as in (4.5). 
5. Computation of u−-homology groups
5.1. Comparison of Casimir eigenvalues. Let P
1
denote the set of sequences
a = (a 1
2
, a1, a 3
2
, · · · ), where (a 1
2
, a 3
2
, · · · ) and (a1, a2, · · · ) are strict partitions, such
that as = 0 implies that as+ 1
2
= 0, for all s. We can define a map θ1 : P
+ → P
1
as
follows. For λ = (λ1, λ2, · · · ) ∈ P
+, let
θ1(λ) = (〈λ
′
1〉, 〈λ1 − 1〉, 〈λ
′
2 − 1〉, 〈λ2 − 2〉, 〈λ
′
3 − 2〉, 〈λ3 − 3〉, · · · ).
It is easy to see that θ1(λ) ∈ P
1
and θ1 is a bijection. We have the following
combinatorial lemma that is equivalent to [M, 1.7], where an elegant proof can be
found.
Lemma 5.1. Let i = 1, · · · , N with N ≥ λ′1. The set {λ
′
i − i + 1 |λ
′
i − i + 1 >
0} ∪ {−λi + i |λi − i < 0} is a permutation of the set {1, 2, · · · , N}.
For a, b ∈ P
1
, we define
(a|b)s :=
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
(−1)2rarbr.
For λ ∈ P+, we define
(λ+ 2ρ1|λ)1 :=
∑
i∈N
λi(λi − 2i).
Proposition 5.1. For λ ∈ P+, we have
(λ+ 2ρ1|λ)1 = (θ1(λ)|θ1(λ))s.
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Proof. Let s be the smallest positive integer such that λs − s ≤ 0, and l the length
of λ. We have
(θ1(λ)|θ1(λ))s =
∑
i
〈λi − i〉
2 −
∑
j
〈λ′j − j + 1〉
2
=
l∑
i=1
(λi − i)(λi − i)−
l∑
j=s
(λi − i)
2 −
∑
j
〈λ′j − j + 1〉
2
=
l∑
i=1
(λi − i)(λi − i)−
l∑
j=s
(−λi + i)
2 −
∑
j
〈λ′j − j + 1〉
2
=
l∑
i=1
(λi − i)(λi − i)−
λ′
1∑
j=1
j2 by Lemma 5.1
=
l∑
i=1
λi(λi − 2i) +
l∑
i=1
i2 −
λ′
1∑
j=1
j2
=
l∑
i=1
λi(λi − 2i) = (λ+ 2ρ1|λ)1.

We also need to consider a slightly different setup. Let P
2
denote the set of
sequences a = (a0, a 1
2
, a1, a 3
2
, · · · ), where (a0, a1, a2, · · · ) and (a 1
2
, a 3
2
, a 5
2
, · · · ) are
strict partitions, such that as = 0 implies as+ 1
2
= 0 for all s. Let λ be a partition,
whose rows and columns we index with Z+, i.e. λ = (λ0, λ1, · · · ). We define similarly
an element θ2(λ) ∈ P
2
by
θ2(λ) := (〈λ0〉, 〈λ
′
0 − 1〉, 〈λ1 − 1〉, 〈λ
′
1 − 2〉, 〈λ2 − 2〉, 〈λ
′
2 − 3〉, · · · ).
For a, b ∈ P
2
, we define
(a|b)s :=
∑
r∈ 1
2
Z+
(−1)2rarbr.
For λ ∈ P+, we define (λ + 2ρ2|λ)2 :=
∑
i∈Z+
λi(λi − 2i). Similarly one can show
the following.
Proposition 5.2. For λ ∈ P+, we have
(λ+ 2ρ2|λ)2 = (θ2(λ)|θ2(λ))s.
Corollary 5.1. Let λ, µ be partitions. For i = 1, 2, we have (λ+2ρi|λ)i = (µ+2ρi|µ)i
if and only if (θi(λ)|θi(λ))s = (θi(µ)|θi(µ))s.
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5.2. Formulas for the u−-homology groups. We keep the notation of Section
4. Suppose that µ =
∑
i∈N µiǫi −
∑
j∈−Z+
µjǫj + nΛ
x
0 ∈ P
+
l
is given, where we
assume that µj = 0 for j ≤ 0 if g 6= ĝl∞. By definition, µ
+ = (µ1, µ2, · · · ) and
µ− = (µ0, µ−1, µ−2, · · · ) are partitions. Set θ1(µ
+) = (a 1
2
, a1, a 3
2
, · · · ) ∈ P
1
and
θ2(µ
−) = (b0, b 1
2
, b1, b 3
2
, · · · ) ∈ P
2
. We define
(5.1) θ(µ) :=

∑
r∈ 1
2
N
arδr −
∑
s∈ 1
2
Z+
bsδ−s + nΛ
a
0, if g = ĝl∞,∑
r∈ 1
2
N
arδr + nΛ
x
0, if g = b∞, c∞, d∞,
where n = n〈Λx0,K〉. It is not difficult to see that θ(µ) ∈ P
+
l¯
and θ yields a bijection
from P+
l
to P+
l
. In particular, θ(Λx(λ)) = Λ
x
(λ) for λ ∈ P(G).
For λ ∈ P(G), we put
(5.2) L(g,Λx(λ)) :=
L(g,Λd(λ))⊕ L(g,Λd(λ˜)), if G = O(2ℓ),L(g,Λx(λ)), otherwise.
We define L(g,Λ
x
(λ)) in a similar way. For w ∈W 0 we put
(5.3) L(l, θ(w◦Λx(λ))) :=
L(l, θ(w ◦ Λd(λ))) ⊕ L(l, θ(w ◦ Λd(λ˜))), if G = O(2ℓ),L(l, θ(w ◦ Λx(λ))), otherwise.
Also L(l, w ◦ Λx(λ)) is defined similarly.
Note that chL(g,Λ
x
(λ)) = ωx (chL(g,Λx(λ))) and chL(l, θ(η)) = ωx (chL(l, η)), for
η ∈ P+
l
.
Lemma 5.2. Let λ ∈ P(G) and µ¯ ∈ P+
l¯
. If L(¯l, µ¯) appears in Λku¯− ⊗ L(g,Λ
x
(λ)),
then there exists a unique µ ∈ P+l , with θ(µ) = µ¯, such that L(l, µ) appears in
Λku− ⊗ L(g,Λ
x(λ)) with the same multiplicity.
Proof. Since we have ωx (chL(g,Λx(λ))) = chL(g,Λ
x
(λ)) for λ ∈ P(G), we conclude
that
ωx
(
ch
[
Λku− ⊗ L(g,Λ
x(λ))
])
= ch
[
Λku¯− ⊗ L(g,Λ
x
(λ))
]
.
Since θ is a bijection, there exists a unique µ ∈ P+l such that θ(µ) = µ. There-
fore L(l, µ) is a composition factor of Λku− ⊗ L(g,Λ
x(λ)) if and only if L(¯l, θ(µ))
is a composition factor of Λku¯− ⊗ L(g,Λ
x
(λ)). Furthermore they have the same
multiplicity. 
The following lemma is crucial in the sequel.
Lemma 5.3. For µ ∈ P+l , we have
(µ + 2ρc|µ)c = (θ(µ) + 2ρs|θ(µ))s.
In particular, for λ ∈ P(G), we have (Λx(λ) + 2ρc|Λ
x(λ))c = (Λ
x
(λ) + 2ρs|Λ
x
(λ))s.
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Proof. Case 1. g = ĝl∞. Suppose that µ =
∑
i∈N µiǫi −
∑
i∈−Z+
µiǫi + nΛ
a
0, where
µ+ = (µ1, µ2, . . .) and µ
− = (µ0, µ−1, . . .) are partitions. Let θ1(µ
+) = (a1, a 3
2
, . . .)
and θ2(µ
−) = (b0, b 1
2
, . . .). Using Proposition 5.1 and Proposition 5.2, we compute:
(µ+ 2ρc|µ)c
= (
∑
i∈N
µiǫi + 2ρc|
∑
i∈N
µiǫi)c + (
∑
i∈−Z+
µiǫi − 2ρc|
∑
i∈−Z+
µiǫi)c
+ 2n(Λa0|
∑
i∈N
µiǫi)c − 2n(Λ
a
0|
∑
i∈−Z+
µiǫi)c
=
∑
i∈N
µi(µi − 2i) +
∑
i∈Z+
µ−i(µ−i − 2i) − n(
∑
i∈N
µi +
∑
i∈−Z+
µi)
= (µ+ + 2ρ1|µ
+)1 + (µ
− + 2ρ2|µ
−)2 − n(
∑
i∈N
µi +
∑
i∈−Z+
µi)
= (θ1(µ
+)|θ1(µ
+))s + (θ2(µ
−)|θ2(µ
−))s − n(
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
ar +
∑
r∈ 1
2
Z+
br)
= (
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
arδr|
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
arδr)s + (
∑
r∈ 1
2
Z+
brδr|
∑
r∈ 1
2
Z+
brδr)s
+ 2n(Λ
a
0|
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
arδr)− 2n(Λ
a
0|
∑
r∈ 1
2
Z+
brδr)s
= (θ(µ)|θ(µ))s = (θ(µ) + 2ρs|θ(µ))s,
where ρs = 0 in this case.
Next, we assume that g = x∞ with x ∈ {b, c, d}. Suppose that µ =
∑
i∈N µiǫi+nΛ
x
0,
where µ◦ = (µ1, µ2, . . .) is a partition. Let θ1(µ
◦) = (a1, a 3
2
, . . .).
Case 2. g = b∞.
(µ + 2ρc|µ)c
= (
∑
i∈N
µiǫi + 2ρc|
∑
i∈N
µiǫi)c + 2n(Λ
b
0|
∑
i∈N
µiǫi)c =
∑
i∈N
µi(µi − 2i+ 1)− n
∑
i∈N
µi
= (µ◦ + ρ1|µ
◦)1 +
∑
i∈N
µi − n
∑
i∈N
µi = (θ1(µ
◦)|θ1(µ
◦))s +
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
ar − n
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
ar
= (
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
arδr|
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
arδr)s + 2(ρs|
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
arδr)s + n(Λ
b
0|
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
arδr)s
= (
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
arδr +
1
2
nΛ
b
0 + 2ρs|
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
arδr +
1
2
nΛ
b
0)s = (θ(µ) + 2ρs|θ(µ))s.
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Case 3. g = c∞.
(µ+ 2ρc|µ)c
= (
∑
i∈N
µiǫi + 2ρc|
∑
i∈N
µiǫi)c + 2n(Λ
c
0|
∑
i∈N
µiǫi)c =
∑
i∈N
µi(µi − 2i) − 2n
∑
i∈N
µi
= (µ◦ + ρ1|µ
◦)1 − 2n
∑
i∈N
µi = (θ1(µ
◦)|θ1(µ
◦))s − 2n
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
ar
= (
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
arδr|
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
arδr)s + 2n(Λ
c
0|
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
arδr)s
= (
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
arδr + nΛ
c
0 + 2ρs|
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
arδr + nΛ
c
0)s = (θ(µ) + 2ρs|θ(µ))s.
Note that ρs = 0 in this case.
Case 4. g = d∞.
(µ+ 2ρc|µ)c
= (
∑
i∈N
µiǫi + 2ρc|
∑
i∈N
µiǫi)c + 2n(Λ
d
0|
∑
i∈N
µiǫi)c =
∑
i∈N
µi(µi − 2(i − 1))− n
∑
i∈N
µi
= (µ◦ + ρ1|µ
◦)1 + 2
∑
i∈N
µi − n
∑
i∈N
µi = (θ1(µ
◦)|θ1(µ
◦))s + 2
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
ar − n
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
ar
= (
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
arδr|
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
arδr)s + 2(ρs|
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
arδr)s + n(Λ
b
0|
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
arδr)s
= (
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
arδr +
1
2
nΛ
d
0 + 2ρs|
∑
r∈ 1
2
N
arδr +
1
2
nΛ
d
0)s = (θ(µ) + 2ρs|θ(µ))s.

Remark 5.1. Note that for λ ∈ P(O(2ℓ))
(Λd(λ) + 2ρc|Λ
d(λ))c = (Λ
d(λ˜) + 2ρc|Λ
d(λ˜))c.
Corollary 5.2. Let λ ∈ P(G) and let Λk(u−)⊗L(g,Λ
x
(λ)) =
⊕
η∈P+
l
L(l, η)mη be its
decomposition into irreducible l-modules. Then η = θ(w ◦Λx(λ)), for some w ∈W 0k ,
if and only if (η + 2ρs|η)s = (Λ
x
(λ) + 2ρs|Λ
x
(λ))s.
Proof. Suppose that there exits w ∈W 0k with η = θ(w ◦Λ
x(λ)). Then by Lemma 5.3
and the W -invariance of (·|·)c we have
(η+2ρs|η)s = (w◦Λ
x(λ)+2ρc|w◦Λ
x(λ))c = (Λ
x(λ)+2ρc|Λ
x(λ))c = (Λ
x
(λ)+2ρs|Λ
x
(λ))s.
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Conversely, suppose that (η + 2ρs|η)s = (Λ
x
(λ) + 2ρs|Λ
x
(λ))s. By Lemma 5.3 we
have
(θ−1(η) + 2ρc|θ
−1(η))c = (Λ
x(λ) + 2ρc|Λ
x(λ))c.
By Proposition 4.2 (i) there exist w ∈W 0k such that θ
−1(η) = w ◦ Λx(λ). 
Remark 5.2. The multiplicity mη equals 1 if η satisfies the condition of Corollary 5.2
for x = a, b, c or x = d with λ 6= λ˜. In the case of x = d with λ = λ˜ we have mη = 2.
This follows from (5.2), Proposition 4.2 and Lemma 5.2.
Theorem 5.1. Let λ ∈ P(G), k ∈ Z+, and θ as in (5.1). As l-modules we have
Hk(u−; L(g,Λ
x
(λ))) ∼=
⊕
w∈W 0k
L(l, θ(w ◦ Λx(λ))).
In particular, ch
[
Hk(u¯−; L(g,Λ
x
(λ)))
]
= ωx
(
ch
[
Hk(u−; L(g,Λ
x(λ)))
])
.
Proof. Let µ ∈ P+l be such that L(l, µ) is a composition factor of Hk(u−; L(g,Λ
x(λ))).
Then it is precisely a composition factor of Λku− ⊗ L(g,Λ
x(λ)) with (µ+ 2ρc|µ)c =
(Λx(λ) + 2ρc|Λ
x(λ))c by Proposition 4.2. Furthermore each appears with multi-
plicity given in Remark 5.2. By Corollary 5.2 the corresponding θ(µ)’s are pre-
cisely the weights in P+
l
such that L(l, θ(µ)) appears as a composition factor of
Λku¯− ⊗ L(g,Λ
x
(λ)) with (θ(µ) + 2ρs|θ(µ))s = (Λ
x
(λ) + 2ρs|Λ
x
(λ))s, which has the
same multiplicity.
Now, Theorems 3.3–3.6, and the Euler-Poincare´ principle imply
∞∑
k=0
(−1)kch
[
Hk(u¯−; L(g,Λ
x
(λ)))
]
=
∞∑
k=0
∑
w∈W 0k
(−1)kHλ,w,
where
Hλ,w =

HS(λ+w)′(x>0)HSλ−w (x
−1
≤0), if G = GL(ℓ),
HS(λw)′(x>0), if G = Pin(2ℓ),Sp(2ℓ),O(2ℓ + 1),
HS(λw)′(x>0) +HS(λ˜w)′(x>0), if G = O(2ℓ).
Since all the highest weights are distinct, we conclude from Proposition 4.3 that
ch
[
Hk(u¯−; L(g,Λ
x
(λ)))
]
=
∑
w∈W 0k
Hλ,w.
The right hand side is equal to ωx
(
ch
[
Hk(u−; L(g,Λ
x(λ)))
])
by Proposition 2.5. 
Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.2 imply the following super analogue of Proposi-
tion 4.2 (ii), which is the converse of Proposition of 4.3.
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Corollary 5.3. If L(l, η) is an irreducible l-module in Λk(u−)⊗L(g,Λ
x
(λ)) such that
(η+2ρs|η)s = (Λ
x
(λ)+2ρs|Λ
x
(λ))s, then L(l, η) is a component of Hk(u−; L(g,Λ
x
(λ))).
Furthermore the multiplicities coincide.
Remark 5.3. In the spirit of [CWZ] we can use Serganova’s homological interpreta-
tion of Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials [Se] to reformulate Theorem 5.1 into a state-
ment about equality of certain Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials for g and g.
6. Resolution in terms of generalized Verma modules
Let V be a g-module, on which the action of u+ is locally nilpotent. For c ∈ C,
we define
V c := {v ∈ V |(Ω− c)nv = 0, n≫ 0},
i.e. V c is the generalized Ω-eigenspace corresponding to the eigenvalue c. Clearly we
have V =
⊕
c∈C V
c.
We can now construct a resolution of generalized Verma modules for L(g,Λ
x
(λ)).
Note that g/p is a p-module, on which u+ acts trivially, and hence so is Λ
k(g/p),
for all k ∈ Z+. Thus the induced module U(g) ⊗p Λ
k(g/p) is a g-module. For
λ ∈ P(G) we consider the g-module Yk =
(
U(g)⊗U(p) Λ
k(g/p)
)
⊗ L
(
g,Λ
x
(λ)
)
. Let
(6.1) · · ·
dk+1
−→ Yk
dk−→ Yk−1
dk−1
−→ · · ·
d1−→ Y0
d0−→ L(g,Λ
x
(λ))→ 0
be the standard resolution of L(g,Λ
x
(λ)) as in [KK] (cf. [GL, J, L]). Put
cλ = (Λ
x
(λ) + 2ρs|Λ
x
(λ))s.
The restriction of (6.1) to the generalized cλ-eigenspace of Ω produces a resolution
of g-modules
(6.2) · · ·
dk+1
−→ Y cλk
dk−→ Y cλk−1
dk−1
−→ · · ·
d1−→ Y cλ0
d0−→ L(g,Λ
x
(λ))→ 0.
For ν ∈ P+
l
, let V (ν) = U(g)⊗U(p)L(l, ν) be the generalized Verma module, where
u+ acts trivially on L(l, ν). We have the following counterpart of Theorem 8.7 of
[GL].
Theorem 6.1. For λ ∈ P(G), the (6.2) is a resolution of L(g,Λ
x
(λ)) such that each
Y cλk has a flag of generalized Verma modules. Furthermore as l + u−-modules we
have
Y cλk
∼=

⊕
w∈W 0k
V (θ(w ◦ Λx(λ))), if G 6= O(2ℓ),⊕
w∈W 0
k
[
V (θ(w ◦ Λd(λ)))⊕ V (θ(w ◦ Λd(λ˜)))
]
, if G = O(2ℓ).
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Proof. To keep notation simple let us assume that g 6= d∞.
First we claim that Yk ∼= U(g)⊗U(p)(Λ
k(g/p)⊗L(g,Λ
x
(λ))) has a flag of generalized
Verma modules. This can be seen as follows. From the proof of Lemma 4.2 we see
that the space Λk(g/p) decomposes into a finite direct sum of p-modules, which is
semisimple over l and on which u+ acts trivially. On the other hand L(g,Λ
x
(λ))
has a p-submodule, which as an l-module is isomorphic to L(l,Λ
x
(λ)) and on which
u+ acts trivially. This module is precisely the u+-invariants of L(g,Λ
x
(λ)). Now
we consider the u+-invariants of L(g,Λ
x
(λ))/L(l,Λ
x
(λ)), which is a direct sum of
irreducible l-modules. Continuing this way we see that L(g,Λ
x
(λ)) as a p-module
has an infinite filtration of p-modules of the form
L0 = L(g,Λ
x
(λ)) ⊇ L1 ⊇ L2 ⊇ · · ·
such that Li/Li+1 is a direct sum of irreducible l-modules on which u+ acts trivially.
Thus the same is true for Λk(g/p) ⊗ L(g,Λ
x
(λ)). Now Yk is the induced module
and hence the claim follows. Since Y cλk is a direct summand of Yk, it also has a
flag of generalized Verma modules. Now Ω acts on V (g, µ) (µ ∈ P+
l
) as the scalar
(µ + 2ρs|µ)s, and hence Y
cλ
k consists of those V (g, µ) in Yk with cλ = (µ + 2ρs|µ)s.
But such µ’s are precisely of the form θ(w ◦ Λx(λ)) by Corollary 5.2. 
7. u−-homology formula of ĝl∞-modules at negative integral levels
In this section we apply our method to obtain a Kostant-type homology for-
mula for irreducible highest weight ĝl∞-modules that appear in bosonic Fock spaces.
These representations have negative integral levels and have been studied in the con-
text of vertex algebras in [KR].
We fix a positive integer ℓ ≥ 1. Consider ℓ pairs of free bosons γ±,i(z) with i =
1, · · · , ℓ (see Section 3.3). Let F−ℓ denote the corresponding Fock space generated
by the vaccum vector |0〉, which is annihilated by γ±,ir for r > 0.
Given λ ∈ P(GL(ℓ)) with λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λi > 0 = · · · = 0 > λj+1 ≥ · · · ≥ λℓ, we
define
Λa−(λ) =
i∑
k=1
λkǫk +
ℓ∑
k=j+1
λkǫk−ℓ − ℓΛ
a
0.
There exists a joint action of (ĝl∞,GL(ℓ)) on F
−ℓ, giving rise to the following
multiplicity-free decomposition:
Proposition 7.1. [KR] (cf. [W, Theorem 5.1]) As a (ĝl∞,GL(ℓ))-module, we have
(7.1) F−ℓ ∼=
⊕
λ∈P(GL(ℓ))
L(ĝl∞,Λ
a
−(λ))⊗ V
λ
GL(ℓ).
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Computing the trace of the operator
∏
n∈Z x
Enn
n
∏ℓ
i=1 z
eii
i on both sides of (7.1)
(see [W] for the action of (ĝl∞,GL(ℓ)) on F
−ℓ), we obtain the following identity:
(7.2)
1∏ℓ
i=1
∏
n∈N(1− xnzi)(1− x
−1
1−nz
−1
i )
=
∑
λ∈P(GL(ℓ))
chL(ĝl∞,Λ
a
−(λ))chV
λ
GL(ℓ).
Theorem 7.1. For λ ∈ P(GL(ℓ)), we have
chL(ĝl∞,Λ
a
−(λ)) =
∑∞
k=0
∑
w∈W 0
k
(−1)ks(λ+w)′(x1, x2, · · · )s(λ−w)′(x
−1
0 , x
−1
−1, · · · )∏
i,j∈N(1− x
−1
−i+1xj)
.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.3. Using (2.17) and (2.18) we may
view (2.5) as a symmetric function identity in the variables {x−1i }i∈−Z+ and {xi}i∈N.
We then apply to this new identity the involution of the ring of symmetric functions
that interchanges the elementary symmetric functions with the complete symmetric
functions. Comparing with (7.2), we obtain the required formula. 
Let u± and l be as in Section 2.4. For λ ∈ P(GL(ℓ)), define the homology groups
Hk(u−;L(ĝl∞,Λ
a
−(λ))) in the same way. One can check that Hk(u−;L(ĝl∞,Λ
a
−(λ)))
is completely reducible as an l-module, and if L(l, η) is a irreducible component,
then (η + 2ρc|η)c = (Λ
a
−(λ) + 2ρc|Λ
a
−(λ))c (cf. [J, L]).
Suppose that µ =
∑
i∈N µiǫi−
∑
j∈−Z+
µjǫj+cΛ
a
0 ∈ P
+
l
is given. Put (µ1, µ2, . . .)
′ =
(µ′1, µ
′
2, . . .) and (µ0, µ−1, . . .)
′ = (µ′0, µ
′
−1, . . .), and define
(7.3) ϑ(µ) =
∑
i∈N
µ′iǫi −
∑
j∈−Z+
µ′jǫj − cΛ
a
0.
Note that ϑ(µ) ∈ P+l and ϑ
2 is the identity on P+l . In particular, we have ϑ(Λ
a(λ)) =
Λa−(λ).
Let ω be the map which has been used in the proof of Theorem 7.1. That is,
ω(chL(ĝl,Λa(λ))) = chL(ĝl,Λa−(λ)), ω(chL(l, µ)) = chL(l, ϑ(µ)) for µ ∈ P
+
l
, and
ω
(
ch
[
Λku− ⊗ L(ĝl∞,Λ
a(λ))
])
= ch
[
Λku− ⊗ L(ĝl∞,Λ
a
−(λ))
]
.
Using similar arguments as in Lemma 5.2, we can check that for µ ∈ P+l , L(l, µ)
is a component in Λku− ⊗ L(ĝl∞,Λ
a(λ)) if and only if L(l, ϑ(µ)) is a component in
Λku− ⊗ L(ĝl∞,Λ
a
−(λ)). Furthermore, they have the same multiplicity.
To compare the eigenvalues of the Casimir operator Ω on the irreducible compo-
nents in homology groups, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 7.1. [CZ1, Lemma 4.7] For λ ∈ P+, we have
(λ+ 2ρ1|λ)1 = −(λ
′ + 2ρ1|λ
′)1 − 2|λ|,
(λ+ 2ρ2|λ)2 = −(λ
′ + 2ρ2|λ
′)2 + 2|λ|.
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Lemma 7.2. Let λ ∈ P(GL(ℓ)) and µ ∈ P+l such that L(l, µ) is a component in
Λku− ⊗ L(ĝl∞,Λ
a(λ)). Then (Λa(λ) + 2ρc|Λ
a(λ))c = (µ + 2ρc|µ)c if and only if
(Λa−(λ) + 2ρc|Λ
a
−(λ))c = (ϑ(µ) + 2ρc|ϑ(µ))c.
Proof. Suppose that µ =
∑
i∈N µiǫi−
∑
j∈−Z+
µjǫj+ ℓΛ
a
0. Put µ
+ = (µ1, µ2, . . .) and
µ− = (µ0, µ−1, . . .). Then
(µ+ 2ρc|µ)c
=
∑
i∈N
µi(µi − 2i) +
∑
i∈N
µ1−i(µ1−i − 2i)− ℓ(
∑
i∈N
µi +
∑
i∈−Z+
µi)
= (µ+ + 2ρ1|µ
+)1 + (µ
− + 2ρ2|µ
−)2 − ℓ(
∑
i∈N
µi +
∑
i∈−Z+
µi).
On the other hand, put (µ+)′ = (µ′1, µ
′
2, . . .) and (µ
−)′ = (µ′0, µ
′
−1, . . .). Then
(ϑ(µ) + 2ρc|ϑ(µ))c
=
∑
i∈N
µ′i(µ
′
i − 2i) +
∑
i∈N
µ′1−i(µ
′
1−i − 2i) + ℓ(
∑
i∈N
µ′i +
∑
i∈−Z+
µ′i)
= ((µ+)′ + 2ρ1|(µ
+)′)1 + ((µ
−)′ + 2ρ2|(µ
−)′)2 + ℓ(
∑
i∈N
µ′i +
∑
i∈−Z+
µ′i)
= −(µ+ + 2ρ1|µ
+)1 − 2
∑
i∈N
µi − (µ
− + 2ρ2|µ
−)2 + 2
∑
i∈−Z+
µi + ℓ(
∑
i∈N
µi +
∑
i∈−Z+
µi)
= −(µ+ 2ρc|µ)c − 2(µ − ℓΛ
a
0|
∑
i∈Z
ǫi)c.
Then from the above equations, we observe that
(Λa(λ) + 2ρc|Λ
a(λ))c − (µ + 2ρc|µ)c
= −(Λa−(λ) + 2ρc|Λ
a
−(λ))c + (ϑ(µ) + 2ρc|ϑ(µ))c − 2(Λ
a(λ)− µ|
∑
i∈Z
ǫi)c.
Since Λa(λ)− µ is a sum of positive roots, we have (Λa(λ)− µ|
∑
i∈Z ǫi)c = 0. This
completes the proof. 
Using the same arguments as in Theorem 5.1 together with Lemma 7.2, we con-
clude the following.
Theorem 7.2. Let λ ∈ P(GL(ℓ)), k ∈ Z+, and ϑ as in (7.3). Then as l-modules,
we have
Hk(u−;L(ĝl∞,Λ
a
−(λ))
∼=
⊕
w∈W 0k
L(l, ϑ(w ◦ Λa(λ))).
In particular, we have ch
[
Hk(u−;L(ĝl∞,Λ
a
−(λ))
]
= ω
(
ch
[
Hk(u−;L(ĝl∞,Λ
a(λ))
])
.
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For ν ∈ P+l , let V (ν) = U(ĝl∞) ⊗U(p) L(l, ν) be the generalized Verma module,
where p = l+ u+ and u+ acts trivially on L(l, ν).
Corollary 7.1. For λ ∈ P(GL(ℓ)), there exists a resolution of ĝl∞-modules
· · ·
dk+1
−→ Zk
dk−→ Zk−1
dk−1
−→ · · ·
d1−→ Z0
d0−→ L(ĝl∞,Λ
a
−(λ))→ 0
such that Zk has a flag of generalized Verma modules, and as an l+ u−-module it is
isomorphic to
⊕
w∈W 0k
V (ϑ(w ◦ Λa(λ))).
8. Index of notation in alphabetical order
· Fℓ: Fock space generated by ℓ pairs of free fermions defined in Section 2.3,
· F−ℓ: Fock space generated by ℓ pairs of free bosons defined in Section 7,
· F
ℓ
, F
ℓ
0: Fock space generated by ℓ pairs of free fermions and ℓ pairs of free
bosons defined in Section 3.3,
· F
1
2 : Fock space generated by a pair of neutral free fermion and free boson
defined in Section 3.3,
· g : the Lie algebra ĝl∞, b∞, c∞ or d∞ of type x ∈ {a, b, c, d}, respectively,
· g : the Lie superalgebra ĝl∞|∞, B̂, Ĉ or D̂ of type x ∈ {a, b, c, d}, respectively,
· G : the Lie group GL(ℓ), Pin(2ℓ), Sp(2ℓ) or O(m) defined in Section 2.3,
· h : a Cartan subalgebra of g,
· h : a Cartan subalgebra of g,
· HSλ : Hook Schur function associated with λ ∈ P
+
m|n, see Section 3.2.2,
· I : an index set for simple roots for g with 0 ∈ I,
· I : an index set for simple roots for g with 0 ∈ I,
· l : the subalgebra of g with simple roots indexed by I\{0} (2.15),
· l : the subalgebra of g with simple roots indexed by I\{0} (4.6),
· L(g,Λ): the irreducible highest weight g-module of highest weight Λ ∈ h∗,
· L(g,Λ): the irreducible highest weight g-module of highest weight Λ ∈ h
∗
,
· L(l, µ) : the irreducible l-module of highest weight µ ∈ h∗,
· L(l, µ) : the irreducible l-module of highest weight µ ∈ h
∗
,
· L(g,Λx(λ)), L(g,Λ
x
(λ)) : defined in (5.2),
· L(l, w ◦ Λx(λ)), L(l, θ(w ◦ Λx(λ))) : defined in (5.3),
· Λx(λ) : the highest weight of g-modules in Propositions 2.1-2.4, λ ∈ P(G),
· Λ
x
(λ) : the highest weight of g-modules in Propositions 3.1-3.4, λ ∈ P(G),
· λw, λ
+
w , λ
−
w : weights in h
∗ associated with λ ∈ P(G) and w ∈ W defined in
Section 2.4,
· O+
m|n
, O++
m|n
: categories of gl(m|n)-modules defined in Section 3.2.2,
· O++∞|∞ : category of gl(∞|∞)-modules defined in Section 3.2.3,
· Ω : the Casimir operator of g, see Section 4.1,
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· Ω : the Casimir operator of g, see Section 4.2,
· ωx : a composition of involutions on the ring of symmetric functions such
that chL(g,Λ
x
(λ)) = ωx (chL(g,Λx(λ))), see Section 3.3.4,
· P(G) : the set of highest weights for irreducible G-modules in Propositions
2.1-2.4,
· P+ : the set of partitions,
· P+l : the set of l-dominant weights,
· P+
l
: a set of weights given in Section 4.3,
· P+m|n : (m|n)-hook partitions defined in Section 3.2.2,
· p := l⊕ u+ (4.6),
· ρc : “half sum” of the positive roots of g, see Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2,
· ρs : “half sum” of the positive roots of g, see Section 4.2,
· ρ1, ρ2 : defined in Section 5.1,
· sλ: Schur function associated with λ ∈ P
+,
· θ : a bijection from P+l to P
+
l
with θ(Λx(λ)) = Λ
x
(λ), see (5.1),
· θ1, θ2 : defined in Section 5.1,
· u± : the nilradicals of g with g = u+ ⊕ l⊕ u− (2.15),
· u± : the nilradicals of g with g = u+ ⊕ l⊕ u− (4.6),
· V (ν) := U(g)⊗U(p) L(l, ν) for ν ∈ P
+
l
,
· W (resp. W0) : Weyl group of g (resp. l),
· W 0k : the set of the minimal length representatives of W0\W of length k,
· w ◦ µ := w(µ + ρc)− ρc for w ∈W and µ ∈ h
∗,
· (Yk, dk) : a standard resolution of L(g,Λ
x
(λ)), see (6.1),
· (Y cλk , dk) : restriction of (Yk, dk) to generalized cλ-eigenspace of Ω, see (6.2),
· ζ: function on half-integers defined in Section 4.1,
· (·|·)c : a symmetric bilinear form on h
∗, see Section 4.1,
· (·|·)s : a symmetric bilinear form on h
∗
, see Section 4.2,
· (·|·)1, (·|·)2 : defined in Section 5.1.
· 〈·〉 : function on integers defined in Section 3.2.3.
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